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EDITORIAL

Medical training in crisis

The pervading business ideology seeks more efficiency, harder
work and lower costs (including wages) giving balanced books. In
the USA this ‘faster, better, cheaper’ mentality is jeopardising
NASA’s space programme.1 The loss  of the Mars Polar Lander
in December 1999, the earlier loss of the Mars Climate Orbiter
in September, and the troubles of the space shuttle fleet were
traced to poor quality control. An independent review of the
failures of the Titan IV rocket engines concluded that ‘the
company (Lockheed Martin) focussed too heavily on cutting
costs and not enough on supervising the quality of its work’. To
his credit, NASA administrator Dan Goldin admitted “I pushed
too hard, and in doing so stretched the system too thin”.2

In New Zealand this same philosphy has permeated health
and education. In health, one manifestation was the ‘Patients
are Dying’ crisis at Christchurch Hospital which led to The
Stent Report.3 In medical education, high fees have led to
selection of students from the affluent classes or the burden
of huge loans. Many of our best students are heading
overseas after qualification, some permanently. Post-
graduate medical trainees are (naturally) choosing highly
paid procedural specialties to recoup their losses. Who will
take up less lucrative positions (including general practice)
directed at overall welfare of patients and society?

In medical education there are recruitment and retention
problems due to financial disincentives for academic positions,
poor reward systems for teaching, unreasonable barriers to
obtaining research funding, and insecure career structures.
Whilst other countries raise similar concerns,4 the magnitude
of the problem appears greater in New Zealand. For example,
in 1995, public expenditure per capita in New Zealand on
health and medical research and development was, by far, the
lowest amongst a peer group of twelve nations and one sixth
the average.5 “Make liaisons with industry”, we are told, while
the pharmaceutical companies, who previously supported
research strongly, flee the country in response to restrictions
imposed by Pharmac. Increased clinical workloads have meant
that joint University/Hospital staff are working harder in their
clinical work at the expense of teaching and research, yet they

are paid between ten and 40% less than their equivalent
hospital colleagues.

Administrators of one of our universities, apparently in a
strong financial situation, state that there is insufficient money
to meet the market salary rates of clinical academic staff. They
say staff must take ownership of the problem - earn more
money for the University, bring in more full fee paying
overseas students, market themselves better and generally work
harder. With a capped budget, staff either accept current
conditions, or reduce their number to a few equitably paid key
personnel, and buy in teaching from Hospital staff.

The key performance indicator (sic) in all this is the
financial bottom line, with no recognition of its arbitrary
nature. Quality teaching and research, the raison d’etre of a
University, seem to have become secondary considerations.
Do we not want our Universities to be a nidus for improving
the lot of our society in the future?

The policy to run health and education for profit needs to
be reversed. Those in power who have willingly embraced
this ideology need replacing by others with a vision for the
long-term future of New Zealand. Productivity should be
measured in terms of quality teaching and research end-
points, rather than the ledger balance on March 31. The
pursuit of quality will ensure we retain our top staff and
students. They are our investment for the future.

Administrators of medical education in New Zealand seem
determined to achieve mediocrity, or worse. According to
the chair of Britain’s review of higher education, Lord Ron
Dearing, “...you must have first-rate universities, otherwise
you are dead in the water”.6 This message needs to be heard
and acted upon urgently.

The Editors
1. Oberg J. NASA’s not shining moments. Sci Am 2000; 282: 7-8.
2. Anon. Don’t blame NASA alone for Mars mission failures. Nature 2000; 404: 527.
3. Canterbury Health Ltd. A report by the Health and Disability Commissioner. Auckland: 1998.
4. Goldbeck-Wood S. Reviving academic medicine in Britain. BMJ 2000; 320: 591-2.
5. The ‘Wills’ Report. The virtuous cycle. Working together for health and medical research.

Health and medical research strategic review. Commonwealth of Australia; 1999.
6. World-class universities ‘not cheap’.  The Australian 1999 Dec 8.

Doctoring Childbirth and Regulating Midwifery in

New Zealand.
By E Papps and M Olssen. Published by Dunmore Press. Contains 216 pages.
ISBN: 0 86469 284 6. Price $34.95.

A challenging and provocative book, this really is important reading for all involved
in maternity care in New Zealand. The book examines the development of
midwifery in New Zealand from historical, political, gender and philosophical bases.
The authors use a Foucauldian perspective to review the ‘struggle’ midwifery has
had to become recognised as a profession with the responsibilities and regulations
that accompanies such a group. Foucauld was a French philosopher who was
interested in the development of health care structures and the power, politics and
ethics that operated  within these. Whilst this approach provided a framework for
the authors to describe their views and offer an explanation for the history of
midwifery in this country, even without this, the book is interesting. The midwifery
movement had friends and foes from within and without the medical profession and
the various governmental statutory and regulatory bodies, and indeed some of the
fiercest battles have occurred between nursing and midwifery.

The doctor/midwife interface is a complex area for any authors to explore and
inevitable in a world such as this there will be a bias, but this is a well reasoned one.
Of course there have been biases against women in general, let alone those seeking a
profession. Dr Batchelor (after whom I note the University of Otago Obstetric prize
is named) stated that “paid labour for women was a grave error opposed to the most
elementary principles of physiology...” Books such as this should serve to promote
debate but can lose sight of the fact that, putting power and politics to one side,
obstetrics developed at least in part to manage the problems of human pregnancy
and childbirth. In exploring the history of midwifery and childbirth it is important
to examine also the clinical advances and improvements that have taken place.

It would be interesting if the authors reviewed the last decade of midwifery in
New Zealand from a patient and a clinical perspective. They do discuss the issues of
direct entry training but perhaps do not deal in enough sophistication of what a
midwife really is in the 1990s and what breadth of clinical knowledge is required.

This aside, and apart from some repetitive themes, it is a well researched book
with some lessons for all parties in the ‘childbirth business’.

Peter Stone,
Wellington.

Book Review
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There have been ongoing debates about cannabis use
amongst young New Zealanders culminating in the recent
Select Committee report1 on the mental health effects of
cannabis use. The report recommended that Government
review and reconsider its policy on the legal status of
cannabis. This recommendation was made, principally, on
the grounds that the weight of evidence suggested cannabis
use was not harmful for the majority of recreational users
and an appropriate strategy for addressing the issue should
centre around a harm minimisation approach whereby those
with problems associated with cannabis can seek treatment
without fear of stigmatisation or criminalisation.

There is clearly a need for detailed epidemiological
information on the prevalence of cannabis use, the variation in
cannabis consumption amongst users and the proportion of the
population which meets standardised diagnostic criteria for
cannabis abuse/dependence. There is increasing evidence that
cannabis use is, in fact, common amongst New Zealanders,
particularly the young. In a nation wide survey, Black and
Casswell2 found that over 40% of respondents reported using
cannabis on at least one occasion, the user rates being higher in
young males and Maori. Data from the Christchurch3 and
Dunedin4 longitudinal studies suggested that by age 18 years,
over 40% of young people have used cannabis on at least one
occasion, with 5%-10% reporting patterns of use consistent
with DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for substance dependence.
Less is known about the frequency with which cannabis is used
by young people. It is likely that there is a spectrum ranging
from experimental or occasional use to regular use where a
pattern of abuse and dependence may develop.

This paper provides a descriptive account of the
development of cannabis use in the cohort of young people
studied in the Christchurch Health and Development Study
up to the age of 21 years.

Methods
Data were collected during the course of the Christchurch Health and
Development Study (CHDS) which is a longitudinal study of a cohort of
1265 children born in the Christchurch urban region during mid 1977.3

This cohort has been studied at birth, four months, one year, annual
intervals to the age of sixteen and again at eighteen and 21 years.

At each assessment from age eighteen to 21 years, sample members were
questioned about their use of cannabis, specifically the age at which they first
reported using it and their estimated frequency of use in each year from age

fourteen to fifteen years to 20-21 years. Estimates of frequency of use in each
year were summed to derive an estimate of the subject’s cumulative use over
the period fourteen to 21 years. In addition respondents were questioned
about symptoms of cannabis dependence using questions based on the
generic DSM-IV5 criteria for substance dependence derived from the
Composite International Diagnostic Interview (CIDI).6 This questioning was
not started until age sixteen years, thus estimates of the prevalence of
cannabis dependence are reported from sixteen to 21 years.

At age 21 years, an assessment of the ethnic identification of Maori
members of the cohort was conducted using the 1996 census questions on
ethnicity as well as a questionnaire designed by the Ngai Tahu Maori
Health Research unit. Fifteen percent of the cohort reported Maori
descent, while 11% reported Maori cultural identification. In this paper
those reporting a Maori cultural identification were classified as Maori.

To examine predictors of cannabis use, measures of social, family and
childhood circumstances were considered. These included family social
background, family functioning, individual characteristics, adolescent
behaviours and peer affiliations. Statistical modelling revealed that the
following measures were significant predictors of cannabis use or dependence:
gender, parental illicit drug use, frequency of cigarette smoking at age fifteen,
the extent of childhood conduct problems assessed at age fifteen using a
combination of parent and self reports of conduct disorders and oppositional
behaviours,7 the extent of novelty seeking behaviour assessed at age sixteen
using the Tridimensional Personality Questionnaire,8 and the extent of
affiliations with delinquent or substance using peers at age fifteen.9

The analyses reported represented all observations available at each
point, sample sizes ranging from 893 to 990. These samples represented
at least 70% of the original cohort and 80% of cohort members resident
in New Zealand at each point.

Results
Table 1 shows a high rate of usage in the cohort. Overall, just
under 70% had used cannabis by age 21 years, with rates of use
being slightly higher for males (73%) than for females (65%).

Table 1. Estimated cumulative risk (%) of cannabis use by a given age
for females, males and the total sample.

Females Males Total Sample
Age (years) % % %

15 9.4 9.2 9.3
16 21.6 21.1 21.4
17 40.2 42.6 41.4
18 48.2 51.4 49.8
19 56.8 65.8 61.2
20 62.5 70.2 66.3
21 64.9 73.1 68.9
N 499 491 990

Log rank test of gender difference: χ2 (1) = 3.7; p = 0.054

Aim. To describe the development of cannabis use in a
birth cohort studied to the age of 21 years.
Methods. The data were gathered during the
Christchurch Health and Development Study. In this study
a cohort of 1265 children born in the Christchurch urban
region in mid 1977 has been studied to the age of 21 years.
Information was gathered on patterns of cannabis use and
dependence during the period from fifteen to 21 years.
Results. By age 21 years, 69% of the cohort had used
cannabis. The extent varied widely with 24% reporting use
of cannabis on less than ten occasions while 5% reported
use on over 400 occasions. Over 9% of the cohort met

DSM-IV criteria for cannabis dependence by the age of 21
years. Cannabis use and dependence were higher in males
and in Maori. Key predictors were gender and measures of
adolescent risk taking behaviours including cigarette
smoking, adolescent conduct problems, affiliations with
delinquent peers and novelty seeking.
Conclusions. Levels of cannabis use in this cohort reached a
point where it was considered ‘normal’. For the majority of
users cannabis use did not lead to problems of dependence.
Nonetheless, nearly 10% of the cohort showed clear symptoms
of cannabis dependence by the age of 21 years, especially males
who were prone to other forms of risk taking behaviours.

Abstract

NZ Med J 2000; 113: 156-8

ORIGINAL ARTICLES

Cannabis use and dependence in a New Zealand birth cohort

David M Fergusson, Executive Director; L John Horwood, Senior Research Fellow, Christchurch Health and
Development Study, Christchurch School of Medicine, Christchurch.
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Table 2 shows estimates of the total frequency of cannabis
use over the period fourteen to 21 years. There was
considerable variation in patterns of cannabis use, 24%
reporting that they had used it on fewer than ten occasions
whereas 4.7% reported use on more than 400 occasions.
The results make it clear that not only were males more
likely to use cannabis (see Table 1) but they tended to use it
more heavily (p<0.0001).

Table 2. Distribution of the estimated frequency of cannabis use (14-
21 years) for females, males and the total sample.

Frequency of cannabis Females Males Total Sample
use (14-21 years) % % %
Never used 34.3 26.9 30.7
1-9 times 26.6 21.8 24.3
10-99 times 24.9 19.5 22.3
100-199 times 6.8 7.8 7.3
200-299 times 3.9 8.3 6.1
300-399 times 2.1 7.4 4.7
400+ times 1.3 8.3 4.7
N 458 435 893

Chi squared test of gender difference: χ2 (6) = 52.0; p<0.0001

Table 3 shows life table estimates of the probability that by
age 21 years cohort members would have met DSM-IV
criteria for cannabis dependence. The results indicate a
relatively high rate of dependence with 9% of the cohort
meeting criteria for cannabis dependence. Rates of
dependence were significantly (p<0.0001) higher in males
(13%) than in females (5%).

Table 3. Estimated cumulative risk (%) of cannabis dependence by a
given age for females, males and the total sample.

Females Males Total Sample
Age (years) % % %
16 0.0 0.0 0.0
17 2.6 4.6 3.6
18 3.0 5.3 4.1
19 4.3 12.2 8.2
20 4.8 12.4 8.5
21 5.0 13.1 9.0
N 470 460 930

Log rank test of gender difference: χ2 (1) = 16.6; p<0.0001

Table 4 provides life table estimates of the risk of
cannabis use and dependence amongst Maori and non-
Maori respondents. Maori had both a significantly higher
rate of cannabis usage (84% using cannabis compared to
67% of non Maori, p<0.0001) and higher rates of
cannabis dependence (1.8 times higher than amongst non
Maori, p<0.05).

Table 4. Cumulative risk (%) of cannabis use and cannabis dependence
by a given age amongst Maori and non-Maori.

Cannibis Use Cannabis Dependence
Maori Non-Maori Maori Non-Maori

Age (years) % % % %
15 16.8 8.3 - -
16 31.1 20.1 0.0 0.0
17 61.4 38.8 9.0 2.9
18 66.9 47.6 9.0 3.5
19 67.0 59.2 12.1 7.7
20 80.7 64.4 14.2 7.8
21 83.5 67.0 15.3 8.2
N 113 877 101 834

Log-rank test of Maori/non-Maori differences: use χ2(1)=17.6 p<0.0001;
dependence χ2(1)=5.5 p<0.05.

The results raise issues about the extent to which patterns of
cannabis use and dependence could have been predicted from
factors present by age fifteen years. This issue was explored by

fitting proportional hazards regression models in which the
hazards or instantaneous risks of onset of cannabis use and
dependence by age 21 years were modelled as linear functions
of a range of social, childhood and related factors. The fitted
models showed that gender (p<0.0001), deviant peer affiliations
(p<0.0001) and novelty seeking (p<0.0001) were significant
predictors of both use and dependence. In addition, parental
illicit drug use (p<0.0001) and cigarette smoking in adolescence
(p<0.0001) were significant predictors of cannabis use, whereas
conduct problems in adolescence (p<0.05) predicted cannabis
dependence. Ethnicity was found to be unrelated to risks of
cannabis use and cannabis dependence when due allowance was
made for other risk factors.

Discussion
We have presented a longitudinal description of patterns of
cannabis use by members of the CHDS cohort up to the age of
21 years. The following major themes and issues emerged from
the analysis. First, it is clear that cannabis use had reached levels
at which it could be regarded as a ‘normal’ experience with over
two thirds of the cohort having used cannabis by age 21 years.
Similar high rates of cannabis use were reported by the
Dunedin Study1,4 which found that by age 21 years, over 60%
of their birth cohort reported using cannabis on at least one
occasion. It is likely that these rates may be even higher in the
North Island where, because of climatic and other conditions,
cannabis may be more readily available.

Second, users were not an homogeneous group but rather
varied widely in their use from the occasional and experimental
to the heavy and regular. In the region of 8% of males and 1%
of females reported using cannabis on at least 400 occasions by
age 21 years. Whilst these estimates are likely to be subject to
some imprecision owing to errors of reporting, they
nonetheless make it clear that there is a minority of teenagers
who were using cannabis heavily and regularly.

A substantial minority (9%) of this cohort met DSM-IV
criteria for cannabis dependence by age 21 years. This is
consistent with the findings of the Dunedin longitudinal
study that reported nearly 10% of their cohort met criteria
for cannabis dependence by age 21 years.4

Cannabis use was more prevalent amongst males.
Furthermore, males more frequently using cannabis heavily
and rates of cannabis dependence were over twice those of
females. These differences in cannabis use parallel gender
differences in conduct and related problems found in this
cohort and appear to reflect greater tendencies to
externalising behaviours amongst males.3

In agreement with previous studies,1,2 we observed greater
usage of cannabis by Maori than non-Maori. Subsequent
analysis showed that this reflected a more general tendency for
Maori to engage in a range of risk taking behaviours in
adolescence including affiliations with delinquent or substance
using peers, greater use of tobacco, higher rates of novelty
seeking behaviours and higher rates of conduct problems.
Clearly, elevated rates of cannabis use and dependence amongst
Maori are likely to be a specific manifestation of a more general
tendency to adolescent risk taking behaviours. This conclusion
is broadly consistent with the submission of the Mental Health
Commission to the Select Committee1 which suggested a need
to focus on the underlying factors that give rise to cannabis use
rather than focusing specifically on drug use by Maori.

This analysis suggests that the profile of the young person
most likely to engage in cannabis use or dependence was a
young male who by the age of fifteen years had exhibited a
range of risk taking and norm violating behaviours including,
affiliations with deviant peers, high rates of novelty seeking
behaviours, cigarette smoking or significant conduct problems.
Our results suggest that the risk factors and life pathways that
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lead to cannabis use and dependence are likely to overlap
heavily with risk factors and life pathways associated with other
adolescent problems including criminal offending, other forms
of illicit drug use and mental health problems.

The above results and conclusions illustrate the problems
and dilemmas that arise in current debates about whether
cannabis should be treated as an illicit drug or its use should
be decriminalised or legalised. This issue can be approached
from two standpoints that lead to mutually contradictory
conclusions. First, it is clear that the use of cannabis was a
‘normal’ teenage experience with nearly three quarters of the
cohort using the drug by age 21 years. Furthermore, amongst
users the consumption of cannabis was often moderate and
the majority did not develop patterns of dependence. This
evidence may be used to support the view that cannabis use
should be decriminalised since use is widespread and the
majority appear not to suffer harmful consequences.
Nonetheless, the use of cannabis is not without risks and a
minority in this cohort reported high levels of consumption
and significant symptoms of cannabis dependence. These
problems were particularly evident for a vulnerable group
characterised by high levels of adolescent risk taking
behaviour. It may be argued, plausibly, that the relatively high
rate of cannabis dependence in the cohort was a direct

consequence of its ready availability and that decriminalisation
will only further increase these problems by increasing the
availability and social acceptability of cannabis use.
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An audit of phase II cardiac rehabilitation at Auckland hospital

Dee Parks, National Heart Foundation Cardiac Rehabilitation Researcher, Department of Medicine, Auckland
Hospital, Auckland; Margaret Allison, National Cardiac Rehabilitation Coordinator, National Heart Foundation
Office, Christchurch; Robert Doughty, National Heart Foundation BNZ Senior Fellow, Department of Medicine;
Lay Cunningham, Cardiac Rehabilitation Nurse, Cardiology Department; Chris J Ellis, Cardiologist and Senior
Lecturer in Cardiovascular Medicine, Department of Medicine, Auckland Hospital, Auckland.

Aim. To audit Phase II cardiac rehabilitation services
available to patients admitted to Auckland Hospital in
order to assess patient uptake and to identify problems with
patient recruitment to the service.
Methods. We performed a retrospective review from 1/8/
97 to 30/9/97 of all patients admitted to the coronary care/
cardiology departments in Auckland Hospital.
Results. There were 289 patient admissions in this two
month period, of which 22 (8%) were readmissions. 154
(54%) were admissions with provisional diagnoses of chest
pain, of whom eight were readmissions. A total of 113 (39%)
patients were felt to be suitable for the rehabilitation
programme, of whom 50 (44%) attended one or more

sessions and 22 (19%) completed the six week programme.
63 (56%) of the eligible patients did not attend any session.
Reasons for non-attendance included the distance to be
travelled, availability of transport and problems associated
with taking time off work. A major finding of the audit was
that the systems currently in place to follow patients are
inadequate to allow formal audit and evaluation of the
rehabilitation service.
Conclusions. Although a reasonable rehabilitation service
exists for Auckland Hospital patients, less than half of
suitable patients attend a single session. There is a need for
better collection and recording of patient data in order to
facilitate the development of evaluation and audit tools.
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Cardiac rehabilitation has become an established part of the
management of patients with cardiovascular disease. Meta-
analyses of studies of cardiac rehabilitation suggest it confers
a 20% reduction in mortality.1,2 In addition such
programmes may reduce readmission rates, improve quality
of life3 and are cost-effective.4-8

Guidelines for rehabilitation are now established in a
number of countries including Britain, the United States,
and Australia.9-12 In New Zealand, the National Heart
Foundation (NHF) has published minimum standards for
cardiac rehabilitation.13 These recommend that cardiac
rehabilitation should be available to everyone with cardiac
disease including those with angina, arrhythmia, heart
failure, following myocardial infarction, and after

percutaneous coronary angioplasty and coronary by-pass
graft surgery.

Cardiac rehabilitation has three recognised phases: Phase I as
an inpatient, Phase II as an outpatient up to twelve weeks post-
event, and Phase III as an outpatient maintenance programme.
The NHF minimum standards13 suggest that Phase II
rehabilitation should begin as soon as possible after the patient
leaves hospital, and that it should include a written home-
rehabilitation programme, a comprehensive group-education
programme run by a multi-disciplinary team, and exercise
supervised by trained health professionals, with the opportunity
for ongoing contact with the team either by home visits or by
telephone. Included in the NHF publication is a section
highlighting the importance of ongoing audit and evaluation.
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It has been increasingly recognised that a gap exists between
published guidelines and clinical practice.11,14-17 In order to
assess the quality of cardiac rehabilitation, simple audit and
evaluation processes are required. We performed a
retrospective pilot study at Auckland Hospital to audit current
practice, in particular the uptake of the programme by patients
and the system of data collection. The aim was to better
understand the current rehabilitation programme which might
allow the development of more thorough audit processes.

Methods
Using the coronary care/cardiology unit patient data base, all patient
admissions from 1/8/97 to 30/9/97 with chest pain (including a provisional
diagnosis of myocardial infarction, unstable angina or atypical chest pain)
were assessed. These diagnoses account for five of the 22 provisional
diagnostic categories of the established data base. Patients with other
diagnoses, including heart failure and arrhythmia, were excluded as they are
not routinely invited to the Phase II cardiac rehabilitation programme at
Auckland Hospital. Patients were cross-referenced to the cardiac
rehabilitation nurse’s record book of patients who were felt suitable to
attend for cardiac rehabilitation. Some patients were entered from here
who had fallen into one of the other seventeen provisional diagnostic sub-
categories but in whom ischaemic heart disease had later been recognised
by the rehabilitation nurse. The principle discharge diagnosis as assessed by
clinical coding was also checked in order to acquire a complete cohort of
patients with established ischaemic disease. Where the diagnosis was still in
doubt case records were reviewed. Patient attendance at the main Phase II
rehabilitation centre and at the other four Phase II rehabilitation sites in
Auckland was then checked over a six month period following the patient’s
hospital discharge.

Results
Study cohort. There were 289 patient admissions to the
coronary care/cardiology department from 1/8/97 to 30/9/
97 (Figure 1). Only one admission per patient was included
for this audit. There were 154 patients admitted with chest
pain identified from the perspective cardiology data base
(which records provisional admission diagnoses). Of 135
patients admitted without chest pain, eighteen were added to
the study cohort as they had been included in the cardiac
rehabilitation nurse’s register, having been found to have
coronary artery disease during their admission. The cohort
was then 172 patients but 59 were excluded: three because
records were not available, five patients who had died, 43
whose final diagnosis did not include coronary artery disease
and eight readmissions. The final study cohort included 113
patients with ischaemia (Table 1). 74 (65%) patients  were
male (age range 37-83 years, mean 60 years), and 39 (35%)
were female (age 38-94 years, mean 65 years).

Table 1. Demography of study group.

Number

Total patients 113 (100%)
Females 39 (35%)

Mean Age
All patients (SD) 62 (12)
Male (SD) 60 (12)
Female (SD) 65 (12)

Ethnicity (%)
NZ European/Pakeha 72
Maori 4
Asian 2
Pacific Island 5
Indian 8
Other 5
Unknown (not recorded) 17

Patients’ Rehabilitation Record. 29 patients in the study
cohort of 113 were found not to have been recorded in the
cardiac rehabilitation nurse’s book. Six of these had been

transferred to the tertiary cardiac centre (Green Lane
Hospital). Two patients had previously attended Phase II
rehabilitation and were not re-invited and one patient had
previously declined the opportunity to attend. Six patients
were aged over 80 and were excluded on the basis of age or
co-morbid medical conditions. Two did attend rehabilitation
(one once, and the other three times) and must have been
given Phase II rehabilitation information but not entered
into the register. Twelve patients had been overlooked or
were omitted for reasons that were not recorded.

Selection Process. Decisions regarding eligibility for
Phase II cardiac rehabilitation were made by the cardiac
rehabilitation nurse based on hospital test results and
occasionally following discussion with the medical team.
Patients with heart failure or arrhythmia were excluded.
Patients were also excluded for reasons of intellectual
incapacity, limited English, or age. While there were
limited translation services available these were expensive
and difficult to incorporate into large group sessions.
There were two instances where patients were
accompanied by English-speaking relatives who assisted
them in these sessions. No age limit was specified and
decisions appeared to be somewhat arbitrary, in part
based on concurrent medical problems. Some elderly
patients were referred directly to a Phase III programme:
one of seven cardiac clubs available in the Auckland
region. Some referrals were received from the general
medical wards, but these were rare and there was no
mechanism in place to ensure patients with ischaemic
disease admitted to the medical wards were not
overlooked. Patients who were transferred to Green Lane
Hospital were often not referred for cardiac rehabilitation
from Auckland Hospital as it was assumed that these
patients would be enrolled by the Green Lane Hospital
cardiac rehabilitation nurse.
Phase II Attendance. Of the 113 patients in the study
cohort, 50 (44%) attended one or more sessions while 22

Figure 1. Attendance at stage II rehabilitation of patients following
admission during August and September 1997.
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(19%) patients completed the programme (Figure 1). Of
these 43 (86%) patients attended the main Green Lane/
Auckland Hospital Phase II programme, six (12%) patients
attended the Waitakere programme and one patient
attended the North Shore Hospital programme. No patients
attended the Middlemore Hospital or Mercy Hospital
programmes. Patients who completed the programme in the
study group were aged from 43 to 80. Women appeared less
likely to attend than men with 49% of eligible men and 36%
of eligible women attending.

Applying a previously defined cut-off age of 62 years18 the
attendance rate differed with age: 32% of patients ≥62 years
of age attended versus 52% of patients <62 years of age (Table
2). Sixty-one (54%) patients did not attend. Of these, eight
patients lived more than 20 km from a programme, one was
undergoing treatment for alcoholism, two were intellectually
incapacitated and one 94 year old women was considered too
frail. It was not possible to determine why the remaining 49
patients did not attend as there was no mechanism to allow
referral forms to be stored for later review.

Table 2. 17 August 1999 Phase II attendance by age and sex.

Attended one or more sessions Non-attenders

Age <62 Age≥62 Total Age <62 Age ≥62 Total

Males 24 12 36 14 24 38
Females 4 10 14 12 13 25
Total 28 22 50 26 37 63

Process Issues. Several factors emerged that would hamper
any prospective attempt at a comprehensive audit of the
cardiac rehabilitation process. First, the identification of
eligible patients was difficult, as a comprehensive screening of
patients did not occur. Not all patients with coronary artery
disease were entered into the cardiac rehabilitation nurse’s
book and no checks were in place to ensure patients were not
overlooked. Second, there was no cardiac rehabilitation data
base. Once suitable patients were identified, the tracking of
patients was difficult as referrals could be filed either at
Auckland Hospital or at any of the five rehabilitation
programme providers. There was no record as to where the
referral had been sent, nor was a copy of the referral retained.
Analysis of non-attendance was not possible because previous
years’ records of non-attenders had been discarded. There was
no standardised recordkeeping, and referrals were not
returned to clinical records to be filed with in-patient records.
Third, there was no  “decision tree”11 for cardiac
rehabilitation services whereby these could be individualised
according to patient need. Fourth, diagnostic data could only
be produced from clinical coding by the hospital number and
the discharge ward, so diagnoses for 46 patients transferred to
other wards prior to discharge needed to be individually
accessed: a time-consuming process. Fifth, the rehabilitation
programme attendance register was not always signed, and
when signed, signatures were sometimes difficult to decipher.
Finally, there was insufficient resource to meet patients’
rehabilitation needs.

Discussion
Of 289 patient admissions to the Auckland Hospital coronary
care unit/cardiac ward, 113 were judged to be eligible for
cardiac rehabilitation over the two month study period. 44%
attended Stage II rehabilitation at least once: 49% of males
and 36% of females. Of those attending one or more sessions,
more than half did not complete the six-week programme.

Disappointing rates of cardiac rehabilitation have been
reported in Scotland15 and in the United States14 with
uptake estimated as low as 17% and 11% respectively. In
our study, older patients appeared to attend less often;
32% of patients ≥62 years compared with 52% of patients
<62. This is comparable to data from the US reporting
attendance among patients ≥62 years.8,19 However, even
with this low attendance rate, resources for cardiac
rehabilitation were limited. Sessions were often crowded,
and resources were inadequate to allow non-attendees to
be pursued. If all eligible patients from this two-month
study were to attend, an average of 78 patients would
come to the programme from Auckland Hospital alone
(more than double actual attendance), and additional
resource would be needed.

A major focus of the current study was to assess how
patients were recruited and followed. Problems were
identified which included difficulties in selection of the
target patient population, servicing individual needs, patient
tracking and recording statistical information regarding
patient referral and attendance. Many of the process
problems related to the transfer and storage of information.

We suggest that these issues could be largely solved if
providers incorporate the following within their Phase II
cardiac rehabilitation services:
• A rehabilitation director who is ultimately responsible

for the development, staffing, running and auditing of
the programme and ensuring resources are adequate to
meet demand.

• An education and an exercise component, in line with the
Minimum Standards and Policy Statements for Cardiac
Rehabilitation of the National Heart Foundation.13

• Explicit written criteria for eligibility/ineligibility which
should be circulated to all referral sources.

• Accurate, comprehensive, centralised cardiac rehabilitation
attendance records, accessible to all team members. Where
service providers have computerised patient records,
cardiac rehabilitation should be recorded in the computer
as for other attendances. If there is no on-line computer
access, forms can be completed at the time of attendance
and passed on for subsequent computer entry to the
patient data entry operator. If there are no computerised
records, attendances should be recorded in a single
reference file or book. Patient names should be clearly
printed, together with hospital numbers or other
appropriate unique identifiers. However, consideration
should be given to a computerised data base which is likely
to be more cost-effective than manual records.

• A dated record of all contacts made with the patient,
including in-person, telephone and written contacts,
along with a brief account of contact (eg, the attempt
made to encourage attendance or the reason why a
patient elected not to attend).

• Sufficient flexibility to cater to individual patient needs.
The need for audit and evaluation of cardiac rehabilitation

services has been widely acknowledged overseas,16,17,20 and
this study highlights the need for simple but reliable means
to assess the provision of cardiac rehabilitation services in
New Zealand. Because Auckland cardiac rehabilitation
services do not currently use a computer data base, the
opportunity exists to design a generic system incorporating a
decision tree whereby individual needs could be identified at
the outset. With this system in place ongoing audit and
evaluation would be a realistic goal. Such a tool could have
major benefits for cardiac patients in Auckland and
throughout New Zealand.

Correspondence. Dr CJ Ellis, Department of Medicine, 4th Floor Auckland
Hospital, Grafton, Auckland. Fax (09) 302 2101; email: cj.ellis@auckland.ac.nz
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Severe community acquired pneumonia: a one-year analysis in a tertiary referral

intensive care unit

John Gowardman, Intensivist; Louise Trent, Anaesthetic Registrar, Intensive Care Unit, Wellington Hospital,
Wellington South.

Community acquired pneumonia (CAP) remains a common
and serious illness. Whilst outpatient mortality is generally
less than 5%, in those requiring hospital admission it
increases up to 25%, and in those admitted to the ICU,
mortality may be as high as 50%.1 Consensus statements
regarding management have been developed and provide a
basis for empirical antibiotic regimens, severity assessment
and delineation of prognostic factors.2-4

Admission to the ICU has been used by some to define a
subgroup with severe community acquired pneumonia
(SCAP).5 It has been suggested that outcome may be
assessed by evaluation of two types of variable. First, a
combination of basic underlying conditions (eg age and
comorbidity) in addition to baseline parameters (eg
respiratory rate, biochemistry) and second, evolutionary
changes (eg development of shock or renal failure).1

We studied all patients with CAP admitted to our ICU
over a one-year period in an attempt to define patient
characteristics, microbiology and outcomes. We determined
prognostic factors by comparing basic and evolutionary

variables in survivors and non-survivors on admission to
hospital and during their ICU admission.

Methods
Patients. All adults (age >14 years) admitted to the Wellington hospital
ICU (tertiary referral, multidisciplinary ICU) between July 1997-July
1998 who had a diagnosis of CAP were included. By virtue of admission
to the ICU these patients were regarded as having SCAP. All, however,
met previously documented objective criteria for this diagnosis.3 Case
records were retrieved and reviewed. Patients admitted initially to
medical wards in Wellington Hospital or other hospitals in the greater
Wellington region with CAP who were subsequently transferred to the
Wellington ICU because of the severity of their illness, were included.
Data: General. We recorded age, sex, origin (home, nursing home), date
of hospital admission, date of ICU admission, immunosuppression
(eg chronic glucocorticoid use), pre-existing medical conditions, antibiotics
prescribed prior to hospitalisation and in hospital (prior to admission to the
ICU and in ICU), and period unwell prior to hospitalisation.
Data: Physical and Laboratory. On first arrival at hospital and initial
admission to the ICU we recorded temperature, respiratory rate, blood
pressure, heart rate, Glasgow Coma Score, serum sodium, potassium, urea,
creatinine, albumin, glucose, bilirubin, alanine transferase, haematocrit,
platelet and white cell count, haemoglobin, INR, and arterial blood gases.

Aims. To define outcomes, characteristics, microbiology
and salient prognostic factors of patients admitted to our
intensive care unit (ICU) with severe community acquired
pneumonia, over a one year period.
Methods. All adult patients with severe community acquired
pneumonia admitted between July 1997 and July 1998 were
studied. Data were extracted by retrospective chart review.
Variables assessed included underlying conditions and baseline
physical parameters. Evolutionary variables eg, septic shock and
laboratory data including microbiology and arterial blood gas
determinants were also assessed. Prognostic factors were
determined by comparison of the above variables between
survivors and non-survivors. The prognostic value of the
British Thoracic Society discriminant ‘rule one’ was assessed.
Results. 32 patients were assessed. ICU mortality was
31%. 84% of patients had co-morbidity. The average age
was 58.5 (SD 17.4) years and the average APACHE 11
score was 20.37 (SD 9.12). A microbiological diagnosis was
made in 40%. Mortality was not increased in those in

whom a bacterial diagnosis was not made. Commonest
pathogens isolated were Streptococcus pneumoniae (46%),
gram negative organisms (29%) and Staphylococcus aureus
(23%). Prognostic factors on and during ICU admission
were the need for mechanical ventilation (p=0.0003), septic
shock (p=0.02), inotrope requirement (p=0.003), low serum
albumin (p=0.041), base deficit (p=0.04), INR (p=0.02) and
inspired oxygen concentration (p=0.003). On initial
admission to hospital the presence of bilateral pneumonia
was the only variable correlated with outcome (p=0.01).
The British Thoracic Society ‘rule one’ did not correlate
with death either on admission to hospital or ICU.
Conclusions. Severe community acquired pneumonia
carries a high mortality despite ICU management.
Bacterial diagnostic rate was low but made no difference to
mortality. Streptococcus pneumoniae was the commonest
causative pathogen. The development of septic shock,
requirement for mechanical ventilation and bilateral disease
are important adverse prognostic indicators.
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Data: Microbiological. Blood cultures were drawn in all cases on
admission to hospital and processed using standard microbiological
techniques. Respiratory tract secretions (sputum and or endotracheal
aspirates) underwent Gram stain and bacteriological culture. Pleural
fluid cultures were obtained and cultured whenever possible.
Bronchoscopic techniques (protected brush – PSB, and bronchoalveolar
lavage – BAL) were performed at the discretion of the attending doctor.
Blood samples were taken for atypical serology (Legionella and
Mycoplasma) where appropriate.

We calculated the British Thoracic Society2 (BTS) discriminant ‘rule
one’ (two or more of; respiratory rate > 30/min, diastolic blood pressure <
60 mmHg, blood urea > 7 mmol/L) to determine its prognostic value.
Three commonly used severity of illness scores were also computed and
their prognostic value determined – the Acute Physiology and Chronic
Health Evaluation (APACHE) II and III score,6 Simplified Acute
Physiological Score (SAPS)7 and the Multiple Organ System Failure Score
(MOSF).8 The SAPS was calculated for all patients from initial ICU
admission data. The BTS rule was calculated on initial admission to
hospital and admission to ICU (in those spontaneously breathing). The
MOSF score was calculated from day one ICU data. APACHE II and III
scores were calculated from the worst data collected during the first 24
hours of ICU admission.
ICU Course. We recorded time (days) in ICU, outcome in ICU
(survival/death), hospital outcome (survival/death), the type and duration
of respiratory support and specific methods used to augment oxygenation
(eg, prone positioning and administration of nitric oxide), the type and
duration of antibiotics prescribed, the type and duration of inotrope used,
development of septic shock and renal failure and the type and duration
of renal dialysis used.

After approximately three days in the ICU the clinical state was re-
evaluated. Improvement was determined by a sustained decrease in
oxygen and inotrope requirements, decreased temperature and
improvement in the clinical condition.
Definitions. CAP was diagnosed where the patient was admitted from
home or a nursing home with the presence of a new pulmonary infiltrate
on chest x-ray which was neither pre-existing nor of known cause.
Clinical and biological findings consistent with the diagnosis had to be
present including the acute onset of cough, sputum production, pleuritic
chest pain, signs of consolidation on clinical examination, and either a
raised or lowered peripheral white cell count.9

Chronic obstructive respiratory disease (CORD) was diagnosed using a
combination of clinical and radiological criteria. Immunosuppression was
defined as a WBC < 1000/mm3, recent use of systemic corticosteroids or
cytotoxics, radiation treatment or asplenia.9 Septic shock was defined as
sepsis with hypotension despite adequate fluid resuscitation.10 Patterns of
consolidation on initial CXR were recorded and classified as bilateral or
unilateral using the final radiologist report.
Statistical Analysis. Baseline and evolutionary variables were compared
directly between survivors and nonsurvivors. The chi-squared test was
used for all categorical data including assessment of the BTS score,
mortality associated with mechanical ventilation, inotrope use and the
presence of bilateral chest disease. Logistic regression analysis was used
for assessment of all continuous variables including the APACHE, SAPS
and MOSF scores. P values ≤ 0.05 were considered significant. Analysis
was performed using Statview 5.0, Abacus Concepts, USA. Results are
expressed as mean (SD).

Results
33 patients were admitted during the study period. One set
of notes was unavailable for review, thus 32 patients were
assessed of whom ten died in ICU. The average age was 58.5
(17.4) years, range 20-84. 65% were male. The average
APACHE 11 score was 20.37 (9.12), range 3-40 and the
average SAPS score 11.6 (3.85), range 3-18. Median
duration of symptoms prior to hospital admission was 7.0
days, range 1-30. Outcome was not correlated with the
duration unwell before presentation. 84% of patients had
some form of underlying co-morbidity either in isolation or
combination. The major underlying diseases were CORD
(37%) and cardiovascular disease (50%). The presence of
CORD did not confer a worse outcome. Ten (31%) patients
were immunosuppressed. One patient had HIV infection
and another acute myeloid leukaemia. Both these underlying
conditions were diagnosed for the first time on admission.
24 (75%) patients were admitted initially to a medical ward
in either Wellington Hospital or another regional hospital
before being admitted to our ICU. Of these fourteen (58%)
were transferred within 24 hours.

Of all baseline variables measured on initial admission to
hospital only the presence of bilateral pneumonia (present in
31%) on admission CXR correlated with mortality (p=0.01).

Overall 26/32 or 81% of patients had two or more BTS
‘rule one’ features present on admission to hospital,
however, no correlation with ICU mortality was observed.
All other severity of illness scores correlated with outcome
(APACHE 11 & 111, p=0.017 and 0.009 respectively and
SAPS and the MOSF score; p=0.05 and 0.011 respectively).

A microbiological diagnosis was made in thirteen (40%) of
patients. Outcomes were no worse in those in whom a primary
bacteriological diagnosis could not be made (p=0.96).
Commonest pathogens were Streptococcus pneumoniae (46%),
Gram negatives (29%) and Staphylococcus aureus (23%) (Table 1).
Blood cultures were performed in all 32 patients but were
positive in only eight (25%) – Table 2. Sputum samples and
endotracheal aspirates were performed in 23 (71%) patients. In
three (13%) a primary pathogen was isolated. Bronchoscopic
techniques (PSB, BAL) were used in 7/32 (21%) of patients.
Pseudomonas aeruginosa was isolated as a primary pathogen in one
case and as a superinfection in one case, and Candida albicans was
isolated as a superinfection in one patient. Parapneumonic
effusions were drained or aspirated in ten (31%) cases, two of
which grew significant pathogens. Immunological methods were
applied in one patient who had streptococcal antigen detected in
CSF after developing a cerebral abscess, and in this case antigen
detection was diagnostic. Atypical serology was performed in ten
(31%) patients. In no patient was Legionella or Mycoplasma
infection definitively confirmed.

Table 1. Organisms responsible for SCAP.

Micro-organisms* Number (%)
Streptococcus pneumoniae 6 46
Staphylococcus aureus 3 23
Proteus mirabilis 2 15
Streptococcus pyogenes 1 7
Pseudo aeruginosa 1 7
Haemophilus influenzae 1 7

* H influenzae was co-cultured with S pneumoniae on sputum and blood culture in
one patient. S aureus was co-cultured with S pneumoniae on sputum in one
patient.

Of the 32 patients, eight (25%) had been commenced on an
antibiotic in the community. Using recent Wellington Hospital
guidelines (Preferred Medicines List) all patients were judged
to have received appropriate antimicrobial therapy before ICU
admission. Those admitted to the ICU were treated with a
combination of broad-spectrum beta-lactam (cefotaxime/
ceftriaxone) and a macrolide (erythromycin). Therapy was
rationalised depending on culture results. Gram negative cover
was broadened in appropriate circumstances by addition of an
aminoglycoside. Where suspicion of Legionellosis was high
rifampicin was added. No isolates of S. pneumoniae were
resistant to penicillin.

Table 2. Results of blood cultures.

Number (%)
No. who had blood culture performed 32 100
Positive blood culture* 8 25
Micro-organisms isolated†
Streptococcus pneumoniae 3
Staphylococcus aureus 3
Streptococcus pyogenes 1
Proteus mirabilis 1
Haemophilus influenzae 1

* Mortality in bacteraemic pneumonia was not increased over non-bacteraemic
disease (p=0.96).
† Blood cultures were positive for two pathogens in one patient (S pneumoniae
and H influenzae).
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The average time spent in ICU was not statistically different
between survivors and nonsurvivors; 5.18 (4.5) and 5.2 (4.3)
days respectively. A total of 18/32 (56%) patients required
mechanical ventilation for an average duration of 5.44 (4.02)
days. The requirement for mechanical ventilation was
correlated with mortality (p=0.0003). Overall 13/32 (40%)
patients could be managed with non invasive positive pressure
ventilation either mask CPAP or mask BiPAP. Nitric oxide
was used in seven (38%) and prone positioning in four (24%)
patients who were mechanically ventilated. Septic shock was
present in 16/32 (50%) patients and correlated with mortality
(p=0.02). Inotropes were used in seventeen (53%) patients and
correlated with mortality (p=0.003). Dialysis was needed in
five (15%) patients; all but one received continuous veno-
venous haemodiamodiafiltration. The average time spent on
dialysis was 6.2 days. There was no correlation with need for
dialysis and mortality. Laboratory values found to be
associated with increased risk of death on and during ICU
admission were: an elevated INR (p=0.02), low serum albumin
(p=0.041), high inspired oxygen concentration (p=0.003) and
increasing base deficit (p=0.04).

Half (16/32) of the patients improved clinically within 72
hours of therapy. Of the sixteen that failed to improve, ten
subsequently died before ICU discharge giving a mortality for
the group as whole of 31% [APACHE II predicted 38%]. Of
the ten deaths seven died of refactory septic shock and/or
refractory respiratory failure. In three of the ten, therapy was
withdrawn, two for poor neurological recovery and one for
concomitant bronchogenic carcinoma. Of the six patients that
were not improved by 72 hours but survived to ICU discharge,
two had early (<24 hrs post admission) myocardial infarcts
requiring prolonged cardiorespiratory support, two developed
secondary infections (both diagnosed on bronchoscopic
samples), one who was subsequently diagnosed as HIV positive
treated empirically for Pneumocytis carinii pneumonia, and one
patient presented late from a peripheral hospital in established
renal failure requiring haemodialysis. This patient’s course was
complicated by the development of maxillary sinusitis.

Discussion
The epidemiology and prognosis of patients with SCAP has
been investigated since the early 1980s.5,9,11,12 Mortality in
those treated in the ICU remains in the order of 20-50%.5
This fact plus our own observed ICU mortality of 31%,
serves to emphasise that SCAP remains a serious illness even
with full supportive intensive care management. Whilst
some older studies questioned the impact of intensive care
support suggesting that death may be predetermined,13 more
recent studies have shown a declining mortality rate. The
early ICU admission of high-risk patients may account for
this trend.14

The relatively young average age of patients admitted in
this study (58.5 years) is in keeping with other reported
series.12 Although older age has been found by some to
confer a higher mortality9 we were unable to confirm this.
Provided premorbid health status and quality of life have
been reasonable, our results suggest that elderly as well as
younger patients benefit from ICU support. Underlying
co-morbidity was a common finding. The premorbid
presence of CORD however, does not seem to confer a
worse outcome,9,12 which is supported by our results. Chest
X-rays were performed on all patients within six hours of
arrival in hospital. The presence of multilobar and/or
bilateral lung involvement has been previously confirmed
as an unfavourable prognostic indicator,3,9,12 as has
radiographic spread of the pneumonia. In our study those
with bilateral chest involvement on baseline CXR had
worse outcomes than those with unilateral disease. Such

patients should therefore be considered at risk of
subsequent respiratory deterioration.

We were able to obtain a microbiological diagnosis in
only 40% of patients. This is somewhat lower than
previously reported.9,11,15 The most common organism was
Streptococcus pnuemoniae. However, nearly 30% of patients
were infected with gram negative organisms and 23% with
Staphylococcus aureus. No one organisms could be discerned
as being more virulent than others, however numbers were
small. Overall our microbial profile is consistent with other
reports9,16 and suggests that in critically ill patients gram
negatives and Staphyloccocus aureus should be considered
when selecting empiric antibiotic therapy. Serology for
atypical organisms was sought in 31% of patients. In no
cases however, were we able to confirm definitive infection
with either Myocoplasma or Legionella. It is our feeling
that these pathogens were underdiagnosed due to
methological bias, as serological follow up was either
incomplete or inconclusive in all those in whom the
diagnosis was suspected.

Although the value of routine blood cultures in adult
patients with CAP has been questioned,17 recent opinion
suggests that both blood and sputum cultures should be
performed in all patients ill enough to be admitted to
hospital.18 This is of particular importance with the
emerging resistance of Streptococcus pneumoniae to penicillin.
Blood cultures, although collected in all 32 patients, were
positive in only eight. However, we found no relationship
between bacteraemic illness and mortality. This is at
variance with two other reports, which have suggested that
mortality is higher in those with positive blood cultures.9,19

Likewise, sputum and or endotracheal aspirates were
performed in over 70% of patients but in only three cases
were they diagnostically useful.

Mortality was similar whether or not a microbiological
diagnosis was made. Pachon11 in a series of 67 patients with
SCAP likewise found survivors were no more likely to have
had a diagnosis made than those that died. A survival
advantage was, however, demonstrated with the application of
early empiric broad-spectrum antimicrobial therapy.
Additionally, if initial antibiotic choice is incorrect then a poor
outcome may result even if diagnostic information
subsequently becomes available which allows for more
accurate therapy.9,20 In this very ill group of patients therefore,
the early use of broad-spectrum antimicrobial therapy
directed at the organisms most likely to be responsible is now
advocated.20 In terms of antimicrobial therapy we found no
cases of inadequate or inappropriate management prior to
arrival in the ICU. As regards ICU management a broad-
spectrum beta-lactam agent (third generation cephalosporin)
combined with a microlide was the most frequent
combination used. Gram negative cover was broadened where
appropriate, and rifampicin added if Legionella was
considered a strong possibility. This choice appears to be in
agreement with current recommendations.4,18

Initial documentation of basic severity criteria was generally
well done. However, of the 24 patients in this study initially sent
to a medical ward, nineteen had either two or three BTS ‘rule
one’ features present on admission to hospital suggesting they
were in a high risk group.21 Appreciation of deranged physiology
may have been underestimated by admitting medical staff, as
noted in one recent local study.22 Overall we were unable to
demonstrate that the BTS rule correlated with outcome either
on admission to hospital or ICU. In terms of other severity of
illness scores, all showed a correlation with outcome. In general
our findings suggest the robust nature and reliability of these
systems, however they are not suitable for initial triage. Despite
the varying utility of the BTS system in patients with SCAP23
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there now appears to be sufficient evidence to support its use in
the identification of the high-risk patient.21

The principle reasons for ICU admission in this study
were cardio-respiratory failure. The presence of septic shock
and the need for mechanical ventilation were both associated
with increased mortality. Septic shock, present in 50% of
patients, has been previously found using multivariate
analysis to correlate with prognosis.9,12 Likewise the need for
mechanical ventilation, required in 56% of our patients has
also been strongly linked to mortality.9,16 Ewig and
colleagues5 have reconfirmed these two evolutionary
variables as being independently associated with death.

Overall sixteen (50%) patients displayed a trend towards
resolution of their illness by 72 hours. Failure of clinical
improvement may have several causes including inadequate
empirical antibiotic treatment or the development of secondary
complications eg para-pneumonic effusions requiring aspiration
and if necessary, tube thoracostomy drainage.24

In summary SCAP requiring intensive care support remains a
serious illness with high mortality. Microbiological diagnosis was
obtainable in 40% of patients with Streptococcus pnuemoniae the
commonest pathogen. Failure to obtain a microbiological
diagnosis was not associated with worse outcome, nor was
increasing age or the premorbid diagnosis of CORD. Important
prognostic indicators on and during admission included bilateral
pneumonia, the development of septic shock and the need for
mechanical ventilation. The BTS ‘rule one’ did not correlate
with mortality on admission to either hospital or ICU.
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TREATING INFECTIONS

Skin and soft tissue infections

SA Roberts, Microbiology Registrar; SDR Lang, Infectious Diseases Physician and Clinical Microbiologist,
Microbiology Department, Middlemore Hospital, Auckland.

NZ Med  J 2000; 113: 164-7

Infections involving the skin and soft tissue occur commonly
but vary widely in severity. Most settle without requiring
systemic antibiotics. In a New Zealand study, 15.1% of
general practitioner (GP) encounters related to skin
disorders1 of which skin and soft tissue infections accounted
for approximately 10%. In the same study, just under two
thirds of patients presenting to their GP with impetigo
received a prescription for antibiotics. However, only 2.2%
of all antibiotic prescriptions were for impetigo and about
half of these were for topical antibiotic preparations. With
the availability of topical antibiotic preparations ‘over the
counter’ this probably under-represents the true volume of
use in the community. The benefit gained by the use of both
topical and systemic antibiotics for minor skin infections will
be far outweighed by the increase in resistance to these
agents if large amounts are used indiscriminately in the
community setting. To support this statement, we have
attempted, where possible, to provide evidence for the
development of resistance by pathogens frequently causing
skin and soft tissue infections to the antibiotics commonly
used to treat these infections. We discuss impetigo,
folliculitis, furunculosis, cellulitis, infected ulcers, necrotising
deep infections and bite wounds, with emphasis on their

management and the judicious use of antibiotics based on
local antibiotic resistance patterns.

Impetigo
Impetigo is a superficial infection involving the epidermis. It
occurs most commonly in children especially during the
summer months. There are two forms of the disease: bullous
and non-bullous. Both are highly contagious.
Non-bullous impetigo. This, the more common form, is
also known as streptococcal impetigo or impetigo infectiosa.
Thin-walled vesicles and pustules progress to friable yellow-
brown scabs often associated with regional
lymphadenopathy. Constitutional symptoms and fever are
uncommon. These lesions may yield Streptococcus pyogenes,
Staphylococcus aureus or a mixture of  both. Recent evidence
suggests that S. pyogenes has been found less  commonly and
S. aureus is now the predominant pathogen.2,3 Both S.
pyogenes and S. aureus  are capable of colonising the skin and
mucosa. Minor breaks in healthy skin or excoriations are all
that are required to predispose to infection. Infection usually
occurs about 10 days after acquisition of S. pyogenes.
Bullous impetigo. This is due to S. aureus of phage II
[usually type 71] and occurs in the younger age group of
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children. Lesions begin as vesicles that turn into flaccid
bullae in response to the two extracellular exfoliative toxins
produced by this group of S. aureus. Following rupture of
the bullae a moist red surface remains and a thin ‘varnish-
like’ crust forms. S. aureus is readily isolated from these
lesions and swabs should be obtained for culture.

Although impetigo may resolve spontaneously, treatment
is indicated to relieve symptoms more rapidly, to stop the
formation of new lesions, to prevent potentially serious
infectious complications such as cellulitis and to prevent
spread of infection to others. The efficacy of penicillin
therapy in preventing acute glomerulonephritis has not been
conclusively demonstrated.4 In the 1970’s most cases of non-
bullous impetigo responded to systemic penicillin, even
though the S. aureus may have been penicillin resistant.5
However, in a more recent study,2 treatment failure
occurred in 24% [6/25] of  children treated with penicillin
alone. To treat either bullous or non-bullous impetigo, an
agent effective against both S. pyogenes and S. aureus is now
recommended. Flucloxacillin, dicloxacillin, a cephalosporin,
erythromycin or clindamycin are all effective, except in the
case of methicillin-resistant S. aureus [MRSA], which are
invariably resistant to all penicillins and cephalosporins and
quite commonly resistant to erythromycin and clindamycin
also. Most MRSA in New Zealand remain susceptible to co-
trimoxazole however, the efficacy of this agent against S.
pyogenes is questionable and there are no studies looking at
its use in treating streptococcal skin infections. Treating
streptococcal pharyngitis with co-trimoxazole does not
prevent rheumatic fever. The incidence of MRSA in the
community is increasing; by 1996 in Auckland, 5% of
community S. aureus were MRSA.6 The rates are higher in
South Auckland than other parts of the region. The current
predominant bacteriophage strains of MRSA are the
Western Samoan Phage Pattern (WSPP) types 1 and 2. The
prevalence of WSPP 1 and 2 strains of MRSA in Pacific
Island patients is higher than in other patient groups. Recent
data from Middlemore Hospital showed that 55% of MRSA
isolates within the hospital occurred in Pacific Island
patients.7 These isolates were community acquired in most
patients. It would be prudent in this group of patients to
obtain a swab for culture and to prescribe an agent that
would be active against MRSA. Resistance to erythromycin
is now being reported in WSPP types 1 and 2 in Auckland
by the community based private laboratories.

At this time oral fusidic acid is not funded on general
practitioner prescription without specialist approval.
Although resistance to this agent is uncommon, a recent
report from Australia8 has shown that the rate of fusidic acid
resistance in MRSA isolates in Western Australia is rising. In
1993 the rate of resistance was 3%, but by 1995 this had
risen to 9%. The study was unable to demonstrate a
concurrent increase in the use of oral and topical fusidic acid
in either the hospital or community setting but did raise the
issue of whether use of these agents, in particular the topical
preparation, should be restricted. In Auckland in 1998, the
rate of resistance to fusidic acid was 4% [personal
communication, S Lang].

The use of fluoroquinolones to treat skin infections may
seem appealing however, resistance to these agents,
especially in MRSA, develops rapidly.9 The fluoroquinolones
are not primarily antistaphylococcal agents.
Topical agents. These also have a role in treating both forms
of impetigo. Mupirocin was first introduced into New
Zealand in November 1986, and in April 1992 it became
available over the counter. In clinical trials, mupirocin was as
effective in the treatment of impetigo as oral ampicillin,
dicloxacillin and erythromycin.10 However, the emergence of

resistance to mupirocin amongst S. aureus isolates in Auckland
is of concern. Between 1992 and 1998 resistance increased
from 3.7% to 20%.11 Mupirocin is useful for eradicating nasal
carriage of S. aureus and MRSA and might reasonably be
reserved for this purpose. Alternative topical agents are
povidine iodine and fusidic acid. Mupirocin has been shown
to be more effective than fusidic acid in the treatment of acute
primary skin infections including impetigo however, both
agents were effective in over 90% of cases.12

Staphylococcal scalded skin syndrome [SSSS].This is the
most severe manifestation of infection with strains
producing the exfoliative toxin. It is rare and usually occurs
in younger children, rarely adults. Staphylococcal scarlet
fever is a milder form of SSSS that does not progress beyond
the initial stage of a generalised erythematous eruption.
Parenteral antibiotics are often required along with
supportive skin care and the management of fluid and
electrolyte losses in SSSS.

Folliculitis, furunculosis and carbuncles
Folliculitis. This is a pyoderma located within the hair
follicles especially in apocrine regions. S aureus is the usual
causative organism. Folliculitis responds well to local
antiseptic measures or topical antibacterial agents in most
cases. Pseudomonas aeruginosa has been associated with
swimming pool, spa or whirlpool folliculitis. This condition is
characterised by the development of pruritic papulourticarial
lesions typically occurring within 48 hours of exposure to
pools contaminated with large numbers of these organisms. It
is usually associated with otitis externa and healing most often
occurs spontaneously without treatment. Rarely, in the
immunocompromised patient, the infection can progress to
more severe disease including focal vasculitic lesions called
ecthyma gangrenosum, in which case intravenous
antipseudomonal antibiotic treatment is indicated.13

A furuncle is a deep inflammatory nodule, more
commonly known as a “boil”. Furuncles occur in skin areas
subject to friction and perspiration and containing hair
follicles. Predisposing factors include diabetes, obesity,
blood dyscrasias, defects in neutrophil function and
corticosteroid use. Furuncles may drain spontaneously, often
with the assistance of moist heat which promotes localisation
and drainage. A furuncle may progress to a carbuncle, a
more extensive process extending into the subcutaneous fat
in areas covered by thick, inelastic skin. Multiple abscesses
may develop. S. aureus is the aetiologic agent in almost all
cases. A carbuncle with surrounding cellulitis and/or
systemic symptoms, or if located about the mid-face,
requires treatment with intravenous antibiotics. Surgical
drainage may be required. Antibiotic agents used for treating
impetigo (see earlier) are also appropriate for treating
furuncles and carbuncles.

Unfortunately, in some people furuncles or boils can recur.
Standard antibiotic treatment does not prevent this. The root
of the problem is often nasal carriage of S. aureus. In fact, nasal
carriage of S. aureus is common.14 Not all individuals
harbouring S. aureus in their nostrils will have a problem with
recurrent boils but it is something that should be looked for in
this group. In the first instance strict hygienic measures should
be applied: separate towel and face cloth, 4% chlorhexidine
solution as an antimicrobial skin cleanser and shampoo, care
with wound dressings and the laundering of bedding and
clothing. These measures might be expected to prevent cross-
infection and auto-inoculation but are often unsuccessful. Two
measures are highly effective in eradicating nasal carriage of S.
aureus and breaking the cycle of recurrent infections. The use
of topical intranasal mupirocin applied twice daily for five days
or systemic rifampicin, 300 mg twice daily for five days in
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conjunction with another oral antistaphylococcal agent have
been shown to reduce nasal carriage.14

Cellulitis and erysipelas
Infection involving the subcutaneous layer of the skin by S.
pyogenes manifests as cellulitis or erysipelas. Local signs of
inflammation, warmth, erythema and pain, associated with
fever and in some instances lymphangitis and lymphadenitis
occur in both infections. Portals of entry may include local
trauma or abrasions and psoriatic, eczematous or tineal
lesions. Facial erysipelas may follow a streptococcal
pharyngitis, however in most cases the strains of S. pyogenes
that infect the throat differ from those that infect the skin.
Patients with impaired lymphatic drainage of the extremities
are prone to recurrent episodes of cellulitis. These include
women following surgery for breast cancer or women who
have had pelvic surgery, and in the limbs of patients having
had saphenous venectomy for coronary bypass grafts or
major joint surgery.

Erysipelas primarily involves the dermis. In typical
erysipelas, the area of inflammation is raised above the
surrounding skin and there is a distinct demarcation between
the involved and normal skin. The face was said to be the
more common site of erysipelas but up to 85% of cases now
occur in the arms and legs.15 Most cases of cellulitis and
erysipelas are due to S. pyogenes, however, they may also be
caused by groups B, C or G streptococci. Rarely S. aureus
may be the causative agent. Less common causes of cellulitis
include Streptococcus pneumoniae, Haemophilus influenzae, and
- in appropriate epidemiological settings - vibrios, gram
negative bacilli such as Pseudomonas spp and Aeromonas spp,
clostridia and other anaerobes, Legionella spp and
Erysipelothrix rhusiopathiae.

S. pyogenes continues to be exquisitely susceptible to beta-
lactam antibiotics and penicillin remains the drug of choice
for treating these infections. There are no published studies
comparing penicillin with flucloxacillin, however, on the
basis of in vitro susceptibilities there would seem no good
reason to add penicillin when flucloxacillin is being given.

Venous stasis ulcers
In 70 to 90% of cases ulcers on the lower extremities are due
to venous insufficiency.16 They occur below the knee but
never on the sole of the foot. Unlike the patient with ulcers
due to arterial insufficiency, patients with venous stasis
ulcers have good peripheral pulses and no peripheral
neuropathy. S. aureus and various gram-negative bacilli alone
or in combination are the usual isolates.17,18  Pseudomonas
aeruginosa and other aerobic gram-negative bacilli are
frequently isolated from these ulcers. A comparative study19

of ciprofloxacin and conventional therapy showed a
statistically significant reduction in the size of the ulcer in
the ciprofloxacin group (p < 0.05). However, ciprofloxacin
resistant strains, mainly staphylococci, appeared in the leg
ulcers in 67% of the ciprofloxacin treated group compared
with 0% in the control group. The length of treatment was
only three months. The rapid development of resistance
seen in staphylococci over this short period of time is
alarming. Healing of the ulcer is usually not influenced by
the bacteria present.17 A study18 of 47 patients randomised to
treatment by means of elastic support bandages only, or in
conjunction with systemic antibiotics, showed no statistically
relevant difference between the two groups in healing rates
of ulcers or  in change in microbiologic flora. In the absence
of extensive surrounding cellulitis, lymphangitis or systemic
signs of infection there is no role for systemic antibiotics in
the healing of venous stasis ulcers.

Diabetic foot infections
Diabetic foot infections are a major cause of morbidity in
our community. Three principal pathophysiologic factors
are responsible for foot ulcers and lower extremity
amputations; neuropathy, ischaemia and infection. The
infections vary from mild lesions confined to the skin to life-
threatening infections that involve deeper tissues. Early
infective lesions are often monomicrobial in origin. S. aureus
is one of the principal causes, although coagulase-negative
staphylococci and streptococci have also been implicated.
One factor increasing the frequency of skin infections in
diabetic patients is that they have a higher rate of nasal
colonisation of S. aureus and this frequently leads to skin
colonisation.20  Increasing degrees of ischaemia are
associated with involvement by a greater variety of
organisms, including gram-negative bacilli and anaerobic
bacteria. In the absence of clinical signs of infection the
isolation of an organism from a swab sample does not
automatically mean that it is causing significant infection.
Collection of specimens for culture necessitates the removal
of the superficial necrotic tissue overlying the base of the
ulcer. Specimens of deep soft tissue or bone are often more
reliable for isolating a true pathogen. Obtaining these
specimens can be difficult and it may be appropriate to refer
to hospital for surgical debridement and collection of
appropriate tissue samples.

In early infections systemic antistaphylococcal agents are
appropriate. In longstanding ulcers complicated by infection,
particularly if the infection extends to deeper tissues or bony
involvement is suspected, intravenous therapy with more
broad spectrum agents may be warranted and the patient
should be referred to hospital for further management.

Deep tissue infections
Necrotising fasciitis. This is a deep-seated infection of the
subcutaneous tissue that results in the progressive
destruction of the fascia and fat. The initial presentation may
masquerade in forms similar to the less severe infections,
causing delay in diagnosis and treatment. There has been a
recent increase in the number of cases of necrotising fasciitis
due to S. pyogenes.21-23 These infections are commonly
associated with early onset shock and organ failure.
Predisposing factors include penetrating injuries, minor cuts,
burns, surgical procedures, childbirth, blunt trauma, muscle
strain and varicella. The use of nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory agents may delay the diagnosis by attenuating
the important signs of inflammation.22

The first cutaneous clue to streptococcal necrotising fasciitis
is diffuse swelling and an area of mild erythema, followed by
the appearance of bullae filled with clear fluid, which rapidly
takes on a maroon colour.22 Unless rapid and appropriate
intervention is carried out the process spreads rapidly along
the fascial planes. Systemic symptoms consistent with shock
and organ failure are usually present when this occurs.
Prompt referral to hospital is recommended.

Unlike streptococcal cellulitis, which is amenable to
antimicrobial treatment alone, streptococcal necrotising
fasciitis requires the surgical debridement of necrotic tissue in
addition to the use of antimicrobial agents. There are
conflicting reports that hyperbaric oxygen may reduce
mortality,24,25 however, if it is used it should not delay surgical
debridement.26 Experimental data have shown a theoretical
advantage for the use of clindamycin in conjunction with
penicillin for the treatment of this disorder.26

Superficial necrotising cellulitis or streptococcal
gangrene.3  This rare disorder is usually caused by S.
pyogenes but occasionally by group C or G streptococci. It
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usually begins at a site of trauma on an extremity. The lesion
begins as a painful area of erythema and oedema, and over
the next 1-3 days the skin becomes dusky. Bullae, containing
yellowish to red-black fluid, develop and rupture. The lesion
evolves into a sharply demarcated area covered by a necrotic
eschar and surrounded by a border of erythema. S. pyogenes
is usually isolated from the wound and frequently from
blood. Penicillin is the treatment of choice. Surgical
debridement may be required.
Gas gangrene (Clostridial myonecrosis). This is a rapidly
progressive and life-threatening infection of skeletal muscle
due to clostridia, usually Clostridium perfringens. Further
discussion on this infection is outside the scope of this article.
Progressive bacterial synergistic gangrene (Meleny’s
synergistic gangrene). This is an infection that usually occurs
at an abdominal operative wound site, about an ileostomy or
colostomy, at the exit of a fistulous tract or in proximity to a
chronic ulcer on an extremity.3 If untreated the process extends
slowly. Microaerophilic or anaerobic streptococci, S. aureus and
occasionally gram negative bacilli can be recovered from the
advancing margin. Surgical management and broad-spectrum
antimicrobial therapy are both required.

A form of necrotising fasciitis occurring in the male
genitals is known as Fournier’s gangrene.3 It may be
confined to the scrotum or may extend to involve the
perineum, penis and abdominal wall. Mixed bacterial
pathogens are usually obtained from cultures. Treatment
requires antimicrobial therapy and surgical debridement.

Human and animal bites
Bites from humans and animals can cause local soft tissue
infections. Human bites and clenched fist injuries can be minor
or more severe requiring surgical debridement along with
antibiotic treatment. Alpha-haemolytic streptococci, S. aureus,
S. pyogenes and Eikenella corrodens are frequently isolated from
these wounds, often in mixed culture. Clenched fist injuries are
the most common and serious of the human bites27 and require
expert management. The wound is usually small and involves
the third or fourth metacarpophalangeal joint of the dominant
hand. These injuries may be complicated by deep-space
infections, septic arthritis and osteomyelitis. Antibiotics are
required for infected bites. The agent used should be one that
is active against both aerobic and anaerobic normal oral flora.
Amoxycillin/clavulanate or cefoxitin provide adequate cover.
Although the risk of  acquiring tetanus is very small, a tetanus
booster or the full course should be given when appropriate.

In New Zealand, dogs are responsible for about 80 percent of
animal bites and it is estimated that almost 6000 patients seek
medical treatment for dog bites each year.28 Three to 18% of
dog bites and 28 to 80% of cat bites become infected.29 The
infections are usually polymicrobial; Pasteurella spp,
Capnocytophaga canimorsus, Weeksella zoohelcum, S. aureus,
Staphylococcus intermedius and anaerobic bacteria are frequently
isolated. Amoxycillin/clavulanate is appropriate treatment for
these infections. A meta-analysis of eight randomised trials of
prophylactic antibiotics for dog bites has shown that, while the
incidence of infection is halved by antibiotic treatment, about
14 patients must be treated to prevent one infection.30 Thus it is
reasonable to limit prophylactic antibiotics to patients with a
high risk of infection. This includes patients with injuries more
than four hours old and those involving the hand or associated
with deep puncture wounds or crush injuries. As for human
bites, the risk of tetanus is very small but a booster injection or
full course of tetanus toxoid should be given.

There is no risk of acquiring rabies in New Zealand, but if
the bite occurred overseas advice should be sought about the
need for rabies post exposure prophylaxis. Spider bites can
cause local skin necrosis but rarely become secondarily
infected. The white tailed spider, Lampona cylindrata,
common in Australia, is now present in New Zealand and is
a cause of necrotising arachnidism.

Viruses and fungi, in particular dermatophytes, can cause
skin infections, or skin lesions may manifest as part of the
clinical illness associated with these agents. These are
outside the scope of this review.

In summary, skin and soft tissue infections are common and
usually managed without difficulty. Whether oral or topical
antibiotics are needed depends on many factors, including the
prescriber’s experience and preference, the patient’s preference,
the severity of the infection, the prevalence of resistant microbes
in the community and the prescriber’s assessment of which form
of therapy is likely to be used correctly. If an antibiotic or
antiseptic agent is prescribed or recommended, the patient needs
to be educated about its correct use. Poor adherence to the
course of treatment will lead to treatment failure and the possible
development of resistance. It is also important to recognise those
infections that may be more severe and refer these patients
promptly for further management.
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Abstract
Four important changes have been introduced in the
revised guidelines for the management of women with
abnormal cervical smears, 1998.
1. For the purposes of management, atypical squamous
cells of undetermined significance (ASCUS) and atypical
glandular cells of undetermined significance (AGUS)
have been included with low grade squamous
intraepithelial lesions (LSIL/CIN1/HPV) except where
the smear raises the possibility of a high grade squamous

intraepthelial lesion (HSIL) or favours glandular
dysplasia.
2. Women with low grade cytological and histological
intraepithelial abnormalities will, after initial follow-up,
revert to three yearly screening.
3. Requirements for those practising colposcopy have been
defined.
4. A formal review of all cases of invasive cervical cancer is
advocated.

NZ Med J 2000; 113: 168-71

In late 1997 the Ministry of Health invited a working group
to review the 1992 guidelines, Abnormal Cervical Smears.1
The Health Funding Authority has managed the project
since April 1998 and the document has been published.2
Recommendations for cervical screening have also been
reviewed recently3 and these two papers should be familiar
to all health professionals involved in cervical screening and
the management of women with pre-cancerous cervical or
vaginal abnormalities. Previously published protocols have
combined historically derived empirical information
together with available evidence. Where possible, an
evidence-based approach has been used. Because areas of
uncertainty remain, however, the term guideline was
introduced in place of protocol, in recognition that the
clinical context is also important.4

The risk of invasive cervical or vaginal vault cancer is
significantly higher in women who have been treated for
high grade squamous intraepithelial lesions (HSIL) than in
the general population.5,6 Those who develop invasive
cancer after treatment have rarely been treated for
histologically proven low grade cervical intraepithelial
neoplasia (CIN 1).7,8 Nonetheless, women who have a low
grade cytological abnormality have a small increased risk of
developing cancer.9 More than half of low grade lesions
regress spontaneously.10,11 There is evidence that
cytological surveillance over twelve to 24 months with
intervention only if the lesion persists or progresses,
represents an appropriate balance between the
disadvantages of unnecessary treatment and the very small
risk involved in the conservative management of low grade
lesions.12,13 This also appears to be more cost effective than
immediate colposcopy.14 The three yearly screening
frequency and monitoring of laboratory reporting through
the New Zealand National Cervical Screening Programme
(NCSP) should enable the risk of invasive cancer from
persistent, recurrent or new lesions to be minimised.

As few changes as possible were made to the 1992
protocol.1 The most important changes involve the
management of low grade cytological abnormalities. For the
purposes of management, atypical squamous cells of
undetermined significance (ASCUS) and atypical glandular
cells of undetermined significance (AGUS) have been
included with low grade squamous intraepithelial lesions

(LSIL - CIN1/HPV) except where the smear raises the
possibility of a high grade squamous intraepthelial lesion
(HSIL) or favours glandular dysplasia. Previously, women
with a history of low grade abnormalities were required to
have annual cervical or vaginal vault smears for life.
Evidence to support this practice is lacking and it is now
recommended that women in this group revert to three-
yearly screening after an appropriate interval.

It needs emphasising that in most instances the cervical
smear is a screening test of asymptomatic women with the
object of detecting treatable pre-invasive squamous
abnormalities of the cervix. Nonetheless, in spite of ideal
screening and treatment, a small number of women will
develop invasive cervical or vaginal vault cancer. Such cases
should be rare and the subject of a formal review process.

Reporting cervical cytology
The Bethesda system has been adopted for reporting cervical
smears in New Zealand.15 This has created general
uniformity in cytology reporting, but some variations in
reporting practice between laboratories continue to create
difficulties.16

For the purpose of management, the term abnormal smear
refers to all smears showing epithelial cell abnormalities,
including atypical squamous cells of undetermined
significance (AGUS), but not including benign cellular
changes (ie infection and reactive epithelial cell changes).

Adequacy of smear
Satisfactory but limited smears. Recommendations for
follow-up for satisfactory but limited smears (for all reasons
except for the absence of an endocervical component) are that
if the smear result is normal, the women should have a smear
in one year in the absence of an abnormal smear history. If
there has been an abnormal smear within the previous five
years (ASCUS, AGUS or worse) the next smear should be
taken in six months. If the smear result is abnormal, follow-up
will depend on the abnormality detected.

Follow up for women who repeatedly have smears that are
satisfactory but limited by inflammation (e.g. three or more
consecutive smears) is controversial. There are no long term
follow-up studies of women with repeated smears which are
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satisfactory but limited by inflammation as defined by
Bethesda criteria. There appears to be no justification for
colposcopy or for smears to be taken more frequently than
annually. Investigations should be directed at identifying a
cause for the inflammation, including microbiological culture.
Cytolytic smears result from a proliferation of lactobacilli
(normal vaginal flora). The action of these bacteria can cause a
breakdown in squamous cell cytoplasm, making detection of
abnormalities difficult. Cytolysis is most common in the latter
part of the menstrual cycle. A smear taken around mid cycle
usually resolves the problem, although a small number of
women do have cytolytic smears repeatedly. The presence of
cytolysis is not related to the technique of the smear taker.
An endocervical component includes endocervical
columnar glandular cells and/or metaplastic squamous cells,
and indicates that the transformation zone has been at least
partly sampled. Smears without an endocervical component
may never be obtained in some women eg post menopausal
women or women who have had previous surgery to the
cervix. The ultimate determination of specimen adequacy
rests with the smear taker, who must correlate the findings
described in the cytopathology report, with clinical
knowledge of the individual.15

The presence of an endocervical component in cervical
smears is highly desirable, to demonstrate that the
transformation zone has been sampled at least in part and to
allow microscopic examination of glandular cells from the
cervix. The proportion of smears containing an endocervical
component also serves as an indicator of good smear-taking
technique, and is an important parameter for quality
assurance purposes for smear takers. However, there is no
clear evidence that women whose smears lack an
endocervical component are at greater risk of concurrent or
subsequent abnormalities than women whose smears contain
an endocervical component.17,18 If the smear taker is satisfied
that the cervix has been visualised and adequately sampled,
and if the smear result is normal while lacking an
endocervical component, there is no indication to repeat the
smear earlier than the recommended screening interval. In
other words it is recommended that the next smear is taken
at the usual screening interval of three years, in the absence
of an abnormal smear history. This smear should be taken
using a broom or both a spatula and cytobrush.
Unsatisfactory smears.  A cervical smear may be
unsatisfactory for a variety of reasons. There is evidence
to indicate that smears that are repeated at short time
intervals are less likely to detect significant lesions.19 The
recommendation for follow-up is that unsatisfactory
smears are repeated at one to three months, ideally
around mid-cycle. Referral for colposcopy should be
considered after three consecutive unsatisfactory smears.
It is possible that some of the new technologies may
reduce these occurrences.20

Descriptive diagnosis
Reactive Epithelial Changes (Inflammation/Repair).
Inflammation of the cervix is common, and some neutrophils
are present in most cervical smears. When neutrophils are
abundant, the squamous cell component may be obscured,
resulting in satisfactory but limited smears, or unsatisfactory
smears. Inflammatory cells may be associated with a specific
infectious agent eg Candida. The organisms may be apparent
in the smear, but in many women, specific microbiological
culture will be required to identify the micro-organism
responsible.21 The presence of inflammatory cells may or
may not be associated with reactive epithelial cell changes.
The term ‘inflammatory smear’ should be avoided, because
of confusion as to whether the term refers to smears with

abundant and obscuring neutrophils, or to smears showing
reactive epithelial cell changes.
Recommendation for follow-up. If the smear shows
reactive epithelial cell changes the next smear should be
obtained at the normal screening interval. Repeated
satisfactory smears with reactive epithelial cell changes are
not an indication to repeat the smear early, or to refer for
colposcopy.

Some infections occasionally induce epithelial cell changes
which can be difficult to distinguish from dysplasia, and in
these cases, the laboratory may report the smear as showing
atypical cells of undetermined significance and recommend
another smear after treatment of the infection.

Atypical epithelial cells of undetermined
significance.
Atypical squamous cells of undetermined significance
(ASCUS). This term encompasses a variety of squamous
cellular changes which cannot be specifically classified.
These changes exceed the features usually expected in
benign reactive processes but are insufficient for a diagnosis
of HPV or squamous intraepithelial lesion (SIL). In the
Bethesda system the term ‘atypical’ has this restricted
meaning only. It should not be used in the context of benign
change associated with reactive or repair processes,
inflammation or infection. The laboratory will comment on
whether a reactive lesion or SIL is favoured.

An ASCUS report identifies a patient who is at risk for SIL.
However, these cytological abnormalities occur for a variety of
reasons, and in many women the changes observed do not
persist in subsequent smears. For women with a persisting
abnormality, a significant number show SIL on colpsocopic
biopsy, which is usually low grade but may be high grade.22 In a
small number of smears, there are specific cell changes that are
suspicious of HSIL, while not diagnostic (ASCUS - possible
HSIL). These smears should be specifically identified in the
cytology report, with a recommendation for colposcopy.
Atypical glandular cells of undetermined significance
(AGUS). This description applies to glandular cells which
demonstrate changes which exceed those usually expected in
benign reactive process but which are insufficient for a
diagnosis of adenocarcinoma in situ (AIS). It is usually
possible to determine whether the atypical cells are
endocervical or endometrial in origin. Smears showing
‘equivocal AIS’ should be reported as AGUS, with features
suggestive of AIS. The concept of a precursor lesion to AIS
ie endocervical glandular dysplasia, is controversial. Its
natural history is as yet uncertain and reproducible cellular
changes for it are lacking.

In follow-up studies of patients who have ‘atypical
endocervical cell’ reports, squamous lesions are the
commonest abnormalities detected on biopsy.23

Endocervical adenocarcinoma (in-situ or invasive) is found
in a minority of cases.
Recommendation for follow-up. For women with ASCUS
smears with no abnormal smear history, the next smear is
taken at six months and if this smear is also abnormal,
colposcopy is recommended to allow a definite diagnosis to
be made. In the small number of cases in which the report
specifically identifies the possibility of HSIL, direct referral
for colposcopy after the initial smear, is recommended.
Follow-up for women with AGUS smears with no abnormal
smear history, depends on the further qualification as to
whether a reactive or dysplastic lesion is favoured. Women
with a report ‘AGUS-favour reactive’ should have their next
smear taken in six months, and if the second smear is also
abnormal, colposcopy is recommended. Women with smears
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reported as ‘AGUS-favour dysplasia’ should be referred for
colposcopy after the initial smear, because of the recognised
difficulties of sampling and diagnosis of glandular lesions.
Low grade squamous intraepithelial lesion (LSIL). This
category encompasses CIN 1 (mild dysplasia) and/or a
definite diagnosis of HPV. As the cytological distinction
between HPV alone and HPV with CIN 1 can be difficult,
the smear may be reported as LSIL (CIN 1/HPV). It should
be recognised that there is a subjective element involved in
all of the triage modalities (cytology, histology and
colposcopy) and these are most marked in low grade
abnormalities.24-26 A proportion of smears reported as LSIL
will have histologically proven high grade abnormalities.

Immediate colposcopy following a single LSIL smear
result allows early histological diagnosis and avoids the
possible risk of the patient defaulting. However, such a
policy needs to be balanced by the high spontaneous
regression rate of LSILs,10,11 the unnecessary anxiety caused
in some women and the additional cost involved.
Recommendation for follow-up. Women whose smears
show LSIL, with no previous abnormality, should have
the next smear taken at six months, and if this smear is
also abnormal, then referral for colposcopy is
recommended.13 Women whose smears show HPV only,
are managed in the same way as women whose smears
show CIN 1. More than half of LSILs are reported to
regress spontaneously.10,11 Following colposcopy and
histological confirmation of LSIL, it may be appropriate
in the first instance to manage it by observation alone.
This would require six-monthly smears and at least annual
colposcopy. Treatment is indicated if there is persistence
or progression. It should be stressed that while HPV-
induced epithelial abnormalities (such as condyloma or
CIN) can be treated, there is no method of treating
subclinical or latent HPV infection in the genital tract.

The recommendation for long term follow-up for
women who have had a histologically proven diagnosis of
LSIL (HPV and/or CIN 1), has changed. While a small
increased long term risk of cervical cancer is still present
after treatment for LSIL, the risk is not considered large
enough to justify annual screening after three normal
follow up smears. Annual smears for life after a diagnosis
of LSIL are no longer recommended, and instead, a
return to a three-yearly screening interval is
recommended, provided there have been three normal
smears (at intervals shown in Figure 1) after the diagnosis
and/or treatment of the low grade abnormality.9,12 After
returning to three-yearly screening, further abnormal
smears are managed as a new episode of abnormality, with
the proviso that colposcopy is recommended the first time
a follow up smear demonstrates LSIL following
conservative treatment for CIN.

High grade squamous intraepithelial lesion
(HSIL)
This category encompasses CIN 2 and CIN 3 (moderate
dysplasia, severe dysplasia/carcinoma in situ).
Recommendation for follow-up. All women whose smears
indicate HSIL or raise the possibility of invasive carcinoma
should be referred directly for colposcopy. The
recommendation for long term follow-up after a histologically
confirmed diagnosis of HSIL and treatment, is that annual
smears should continue until age 70. If any further abnormal
smears occur, the women should be referred again for
colposcopy. Any woman with a history of high grade vulval or
vaginal intraepithelial neplasia (VIN, VAIN) should have
annual cervical or vaginal vault smears until age 70.27

Management of women with high grade
squamous intraepithelial lesions which are not
confirmed in subsequent cervical biopsy
The management of these cases requires first, careful re-
examination and review of the cytology, histology and
colposcopy by experienced practitioners, and second,
consideration and exclusion of the possibility of specimen mix-
up in the clinic or laboratory. The presence of abnormality on
more than one occasion is good evidence that a mix-up has not
occurred. Technical problems in processing may result in the
absence of a diagnostic epithelial abnormality. If review of the
cytology confirms an HSIL and histology and colposcopy are
negative, and a mix-up can be excluded, these patients should
be followed with annual smears.

Adenocarcinoma in situ (AIS)
The cellular changes characteristic of AIS of the cervix are being
increasingly recognised and should be reported whenever
sufficient criteria are present. Referral to an experienced
colposcopist is recommended. Cytology follow up is as for HSIL.

Squamous carcinoma/adenocarcinoma
Women whose smears show squamous carcinoma,
adenocarcinoma or any other malignant neoplasm should be
referred immediately to an experienced colposcopist or
gynaecological oncologist.

Long term follow up for women treated for invasive
carcinoma should follow the recommendations of the
gynaecological oncologist involved.

Colposcopy
Studies have demonstrated considerable interobserver
variability and variation in diagnostic accuracy.26 All
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Figure 1. Mangament of the abnormal smear. ASCUS: atypical
squamous cells of undetermined significance; AGUS: atypical
glandular cells of undetermined significance; LSIL: low grade
squamous intraepithelial lesion; CIN: cervical intraepithelial
neoplasia; HPV: human papilloma virus; AIS adenocarcinomo in-
situ; HSIL: High grade squamous intraepithelial lesion.
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colposcopists should regularly review the results of their
assessment and treatment with their peers and
cytopathologists. The urgency of colposcopic examination
depends on the degree of abnormality indicated by the
smear or by clinical suspicion of invasive carcinoma, an
immediate colposcopy/gynaecological oncology
appointment should be sought. For women in whom the
smear is suspicious of invasive disease, the opinion of an
experienced colposcopist should be sought. These two
groups of women should be seen within one week. In
women who have high grade smear abnormalities (CIN 2-
3), colposcopy should be performed within one month.
For women with persistent low grade abnormalities as
previously defined, colposcopy should be carried out
within six months of referral.

Women who are oestrogen deficient may require 30-50
micrograms of ethinyloestradiol for seven to ten days prior
to colposcopy. Local oestrogen may be appropriate in some
circumstances. This regimen is also suitable immediately
prior to subsequent smears where the laboratory has
indicated oestrogen deficiency.
Colposcopically directed treatment. Women with HSILs
should be treated within two months of histological
confirmation. Management of LSIL should be completed within
six months of the decision to treat. 90% of women should be
seen within the recommended intervals while awaiting
colposcopy or treatment. There is no case for ‘see and treat’
when the referral smear shows ASCUS, AGUS or LSIL.27,28

Treatment methods can be divided into three
groups:
1. Ablative therapy in which the lesion is destroyed.
2. Excision biopsy. In general, these techniques are
preferable because tissue is available for histological
examination. They include loop excisions eg large loop
excision of the transformation zone (LLETZ), laser
conisation and cold knife cone biopsy.
3. Hysterectomy. This may be desirable for women with
both a cervical abnormality and other gynaecological
pathology. It may also be the best management for persistent
or recurrent disease in women who have completed
childbearing. The hysterectomy should preferably be
preformed by the vaginal route.
Follow up after ablative therapy or excision biopsy. A
colposcopy and cervical smear should be performed four-six
months after treatment. Colposcopy enables the early diagnosis
of treatment failures in the presence of false negative smears.29

The recommended cytological follow up after colposcopy is
shown in Figure 1.
Follow up after total hysterectomy. Those who at any
time in the past have had histological evidence of a high
grade lesion should have annual vaginal vault smears until
age 70. Those with histological evidence of a LSIL should
have a three-yearly vaginal vault cytology until age 70.

Those with no histological evidence of cervical abnormalities
or malignancy either previously or in the hysterectomy
specimen, do not require vaginal vault cytology.30

Immunosuppression
Immunosuppression increases the risk of a woman
developing lower genital tract neoplasia (cervical, vaginal or
vulval intraepithelial neoplasia or invasive disease).31 In New
Zealand, the most common cause of immunosuppression is
the use of drugs to suppress the immune system in certain
medical conditions, eg renal transplantation, systemic lupus
erythematosus. Internationally, human immunodeficiency
virus is of increasing importance as a risk factor in lower
genital tract neoplasia. All immunosuppressed women who
develop abnormalities should ideally be included in a long
term programme of colposcopic surveillance, and should
have annual smears.

Correspondence. Mr RW Jones, National Women’s Hospital, Claude
Road, Auckland.
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Epidemiology
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is responsible for over one
million deaths annually, and is the leading cause of cancer
deaths in males in sub-Saharan Africa and China. The
reported incidence of HCC in New Zealand (1.6/100 000/
year) is higher than that reported in other Western
countries, reflecting New Zealand’s location within the Asia-
Pacific region.1 Although the incidence in Europeans living
in New Zealand is similar to rates in Europeans in Western
Europe (<0.5/100 000/year), much higher rates are found in
Maori (4/100 000/year), Pacific Islanders (10/100 000/year)
and Chinese New Zealanders (13/100 000/year).2 Rates in
males are two to three times those of females in all ethnic
groups. The incidence of HCC in Pacific Island males living
in New Zealand (28/100 000/year) is amongst the highest
reported anywhere in the world.3 There is also considerable
geographical variation within New Zealand, with
considerably lower prevalence rates in the South Island.4,5

These variations reflect geographical and ethnic differences
in chronic HBV carriage rates - children living in the North
Island are at three times the risk of HBV infection of South
Island children.6 Maori, Pacific Island and Asian New
Zealanders are at least ten times more at risk of chronic
HBV infection than Europeans.7

Aetiology
HBV is one of the most important carcinogens in the world
today, second only to tobacco as a cause of cancer deaths in
males. HCC develops in HBsAg carriers at 200 times the
rate in non-carriers, with highest rates found in patients with
established HBV-cirrhosis (5-10%).4,8 An estimated 2000 of
the 50 000 HBsAg+ New Zealanders will eventually develop
HCC accounting for almost two thirds of cases in this
country.2

In most Western countries, almost all cases of HCC arise
in cirrhotic livers. In areas of endemic HBV infection,
including New Zealand, almost 20% of HCC are detected in
noncirrhotic HBsAg carriers, usually in children.9 In
countries with a low prevalence of HBV, noncirrhotic HCCs
usually occur in young females and are the fibrolamellar
variant - with distinct histological features. Serum alpha
fetoprotein (AFP) is always normal in fibrolamellar HCC.

The most important risk factor for the development of
HCC is pre-existing cirrhosis - incidental tumours are
present in 10-20% of cirrhotic livers examined at autopsy
or after transplantation.10 This link between fibrogenesis,
regeneration and hepatocarcinogenesis in non-HBV
cirrhosis remains poorly understood. A clear tumour
sequence has been identified - macroregenerative nodules
within the cirrhotic liver (adenomatous hyperplasia)
progress to dysplastic nodules, to well differentiated
carcinoma and finally to poorly differentiated
carcinoma.11 The link between HBV infection and
hepatocarcinogenesis is better characterised. Random
integration of HBV DNA throughout the host genome
may cause deletion of tumour suppressor genes or
disruption of interactions between proto-oncogenes and
their regulatory sequences.12 In addition, the HBV X

gene, when integrated, produces a protein which
transactivates cellular growth factors and also complexes
with the tumour suppressor protein p53, permitting
unregulated cellular proliferation.13 Because integration
occurs soon after initial infection, this may explain the
early development of HCC in the absence of cirrhosis9

and following spontaneous clearance of HBV infection.14

Many other factors have been associated with
hepatocarcinogenesis. Delta virus coinfection is associated
with more rapid progression to cirrhosis and HCC in
patients with chronic HBV infection.4,15 In New Zealand,
delta virus coinfection is found in 20% of Samoan HBsAg
carriers. Dietary factors linked with hepatocarcinogenesis
include alcohol16 and ingestion of aflotoxin. Heavy alcohol
use is associated with more rapid progression of fibrosis in
most primary liver diseases. Aflatoxin is produced by the
fungus Aspergillus flavus in peanuts, rice and corn stored in
humid conditions.17 This mycotoxin induces specific
mutations in the p53 tumour suppressor gene18 which
increase the carcinogenic effects of the HBV X protein. The
higher rates found in males may reflect higher rates of
HBsAg carriage, but androgenic steroids or alcohol are also
important. Paradoxically, the risk of HCC is also increased
by oestrogen exposure in women via pregnancy and oral
contraceptive use. Familial clustering of HCC has been
reported in both New Zealand Maori and Chinese families
infected with HBV, supporting the role of genetic factors in
the pathogenesis of HCC.19,20

HCV infection is now the leading cause of HCC in
Europe, North America and Australia.21 Despite a falling
prevalence of HBV infection in these countries, the
incidence of HCC has doubled since 1983, reflecting the
impact of the recent HCV epidemic.22

Diagnosis
Radiological imaging is essential for the diagnosis of HCC.
Ultrasound is inexpensive and safe but is operator
dependent, with poor sensitivity for tumours less than 2 cm.
Specificity is also poor because of inability to differentiate
between benign regenerative nodules and HCC. Triphasic
helical CT scan is considered the most accurate investigation
for further assessment of the focal liver lesion detected on
ultrasound.23 Although small (<1cm) tumours are often
hypovascular and do not enhance on standard contrast CT,
they may retain lipiodol administered via selective hepatic
angiography and become visible on CT performed two or
three weeks later. Unfortunately, under-staging of disease
often occurs24 and is one reason for a high intrahepatic
recurrence rate after partial resection for HCC.25 Although
CT-assisted portography (CTAP) and Gadolinium- or
ferrumoxide-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging, may all
increase the detection of small tumours,26 these new imaging
techniques are expensive, invasive and restricted to specialist
centres, limiting their value as screening investigations.

The role of biopsy in confirming the diagnosis of HCC is
controversial. Biopsy is unnecessary in a cirrhotic patient
with a mass and markedly elevated serum AFP (>200 ng/
mL). Percutaneous biopsy should be reserved for cases of
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diagnostic uncertainty (AFP <200 ng/mL or uncharacteristic
imaging features), when tissue diagnosis is essential in
planning management (eg decision to transplant in a patient
with Child’s A cirrhosis). When curative resection is
planned, non-tumour liver must also be sampled to assess
the underlying disease status. Biopsy is hazardous in the
presence of ascites or coagulopathy (INR>1.4; platelets < 70
x 109/L) and should only be done after paracentesis and
correcting the INR and thrombocytopaenia. Fine needle
aspiration is preferred to core biopsy as the initial
investigation. Differentiation of HCC from benign
hepatocellular pathologies can usually be achieved by
cytology, with a reduced risk of tumour seeding along the
needle track (which will be increased by subsequent
transplantation).27

Treatment
The treatment of HCC is dictated by the tumour stage and
the presence and severity of underlying chronic liver disease
(Table 1). Initial radiological staging includes ultrasound (with
Doppler to assess portal vein patency) and triphasic helical
CT. If surgery is planned, the minimum investigations needed
to screen for extrahepatic spread are CT chest and abdomen
and bone scan. Intra-operative ultrasound completes the
radiological assessment of the liver.

Table 1. Staging and treatment for hepatocellular carcinoma.

Clinical stage Radiological stage Treatment modality
Tumour

Number Size

Non-cirrhotic single any size resection
1-3 < 5cm OLT or resection or

ablation#

Child’s A or B cirrhosis single any size resection or palliation†

> 1 > 5cm palliation
1-3 < 5cm OLT or ablation
> 3 any size palliation

Child’s C cirrhosis 1-3 < 5cm OLT/ablation
> 3 any size palliation

any number > 5cm palliation

#Ablation with radiofrequency or ethanol. †Occasionally peripherally placed
tumours > 5cm may be resectable in Child’s B cirrhosis. OLT: orthotopic liver
transplantation.

Liver resection can result in cure for selected patients but
unfortunately fewer than 10% are suitable for partial
resection at the time of presentation. The underlying liver
disease limits the extent of resection that can be tolerated
without decompensation whereas the tumour size and
distribution dictate the extent of resection required. Major
resections may be tolerated in Child’s A cirrhosis, but
resection is limited to one or two segments in Child’s B
cirrhosis and any resection in a Child’s C patient is high
risk. As well as increasing the operative risk, poor liver
function predicts late mortality.28 Intrahepatic tumour
recurrence is common following partial resection because
of missed synchronous lesions or metachronous tumours
arising in the diseased remnant,25 and progression of the
underlying liver disease contributes further to late
mortality. The overall five year survival for cirrhotic
patients undergoing partial resection for HCC is between
ten and 40%25,29 but recurrence free survival is much
less.25,29 Improvements in survival reported in recent studies
are attributable to better patient selection. Adjuvant
chemotherapy has not been shown to improve outcome
after surgery.

Total liver resection and orthotopic liver transplantation
(OLT) has several advantages over partial resection: (i) by

removing all intrahepatic tumour (including undetected
synchronous lesions); (ii) by preventing subsequent
development of metachronous tumours; and (iii) by treating
the underlying liver disease. Larger tumours with vascular
invasion are associated with a high risk of tumour recurrence
following OLT.30 On the other hand, recurrence is
infrequent when OLT is restricted to patients with fewer
than four nodules, all less than 5 cm in diameter and without
major vascular invasion or extrahepatic disease.31,32 The
outcome for these patients is similar to those transplanted
for cirrhosis without concomitant HCC. In New Zealand,
most cases of HCC arise in the setting of HBV cirrhosis,
and since HBV cirrhosis itself is no longer a contraindication
to OLT, these patients are now also eligible for
transplantation. This treatment appears to offer the best
chance of cure in those who meet the criteria but the
number of patients who can be treated by OLT will always
be limited by donor organ availability. As waiting times
increase so does the risk of tumour progression.33

Similar long term results to partial resection have been
reported with percutaneous ethanol injection for small (<
5cm) HCC in cirrhotic patients34 although no randomised
trials have been done comparing the two. Ethanol injection
has lower cost and morbidity than surgery but requires
repeated treatments and success rates diminish for tumours
over 3 cm. Radiofrequency ablation is a new method of local
tumour destruction that is safe and effective and can be
undertaken percutaneously at a single treatment session.
Ablation is probably the treatment of choice for small
tumours in patients who are not candidates for OLT or
partial resection. Cryotherapy may serve a similar role but
there are few reports of long term outcome in HCC.

All other locoregional and systemic treatments are palliative.
These include transarterial chemoembolisation, selective
internal radiotherapy (via the hepatic artery) with lipiodol I131

or yttrium-90 microspheres, systemic chemotherapy and
hormonal therapy with tamoxifen. Some of these treatments
have been evaluated in randomised controlled trials although
heterogeneity of study design, a lack of statistical power, and
conflicting outcome measurements make interpretation
difficult.35 Embolisation, with and without trans-arterial
chemotherapy (TACE), imposes risks as well as benefits and
should probably be avoided in Child’s C cirrhosis because of
the risk of hepatic decompensation.36 Selective internal
radiation therapy (SIRT) appears to be better tolerated than
TACE and is capable of inducing significant tumour responses
but no controlled studies have yet been reported.37 Tamoxifen
has been subjected to several randomised controlled trials with
some positive outcomes, but a large Italian trial recently
showed no evidence at all of benefit.38 Different dosing
schedules of tamoxifen are now being evaluated. Until recently,
systemic chemotherapy with single and multiple agents has
proven disappointing, with response rates less than 20% and
little or no survival advantage.35 There is emerging evidence
that newer chemotherapy regimens and emerging innovative
adjuvant and primary therapies may produce significant
response rates in selected patients.39,40 This argues for a
centralised multidisciplinary approach to the assessment and
management of hepatocellular carcinoma. However, those
patients who present with very advanced disease are not helped
by aggressive intervention. Survival is short, partly due to the
lack of underlying hepatic reserve, and treatment should be
aimed at palliating symptoms.

The fibrolamellar variant of HCC presents at a younger age
and runs a more indolent course than non-fibrolamellar HCC.
Because the remaining liver is not cirrhotic, an aggressive
resectional policy is justified in these patients for whom no
other treatment offers any chance of cure. Unfortunately, OLT
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Hospital since 1989).4 This poor figure reflects delayed
diagnosis in the absence of screening programmes for both
HBsAg and HCC. HCC is usually asymptomatic until
increasing size causes abdominal pain, palpable mass or variceal
bleeding and ascites (from portal vein occlusion from thrombus
or tumour invasion). Over three-quarters of tumours diagnosed
in the South Auckland series were at least 5 cm at the time of
diagnosis. The misconception that small HCCs have a more
benign natural history has arisen from lead-time bias with
earlier diagnosis - three year survival rate in untreated small
HCCs is only 25% overall, and only 13% in cirrhotics.34 Cure
will only be possible if these tumours are detected early, before
the onset of symptoms. This can only be achieved through
routine surveillance in at-risk patients - cirrhotics and HBsAg
carriers. Unfortunately at present, the largest at-risk group is
unaware of their HBV infection prior to the diagnosis of
HCC.4 The proposed Government-funded national hepatitis B
screening programme will identify an estimated 21 000 New
Zealanders with chronic HBV infection. Annual surveillance of
this group should detect approximately 40 HCCs during the
first year of screening (prevalent tumours) and between ten and
twenty each subsequent year (incident tumours). Many, but not
all, of these will be potentially curable by transplantation,
resection or ablation with radiofrequency or ethanol
injection. In addition, those patients who develop chronic liver
disease during the follow-up phase will receive appropriate
antiviral therapy, thereby preventing progression to cirrhosis
and HCC. Liver transplantation offers the highest chance of
cure and delay in transplantation in these patients reduces the
cure rate significantly.33

Therefore, all patients with potentially curable HCC should
be referred early to the New Zealand Liver Transplant Unit.
More importantly, universal neonatal vaccination throughout
the Asia-Pacific region should eventually eradicate HBV
infection and HBV-associated HCC within New Zealand.52

Urgent attention is now needed to improve HBV vaccination
rates, especially in those groups most at risk for vertical and
early horizontal HBV infection.
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has a very limited role because unresectability invariably means
locally advanced disease with a relatively poor prognosis.41

Screening for HCC in New Zealand
There is no definite consensus on the optimal surveillance
strategy for hepatocellular carcinoma in patients with cirrhosis or
in noncirrhotic HBsAg+ carriers. The tests used most frequently
to screen for HCC in both HBsAg carriers and cirrhotics are
serum AFP and abdominal ultrasound. The sensitivity of AFP is
poor - up to 25% of HBV- related HCCs do not produce this
protein.2,4 Specificity of AFP is also poor - levels up to 500 ng/
mL may be found in HBV-cirrhosis in the absence of tumour.42

Increasing the cut-off from ten to 500ng/mL in HBsAg carriers
improves specificity but reduces sensitivity (Table 2). New assays
for HCC-specific AFP and other tumour markers (des-γ-carboxy
prothrombin, serum CA242), have been hindered by poor
sensitivity.43,44 Recent data suggests that the platelet count may be
an important surrogate marker of risk of HCC in chronic HBV
and HCV infection (Omata, personal communication).

Compared to AFP, ultrasonography is a more sensitive but
less specific screening test for HCC (Table 2).45,46 Although one
study has suggested that six monthly AFP testing alone may be
effective in detection of early HCC,47 more recent studies
suggest that a combination of serum AFP levels and abdominal
ultrasound is a more accurate means of screening.46,48 The cost
of adopting such a policy for the estimated 50 000 HBsAg
carriers in New Zealand would be considerable (around $36
000 per detected HCC) but could be reduced by stratifying the
surveillance strategy according to certain risk factors (Table 3).

Table 2. Screening tests for hepatocellular carcinoma.

Sensitivity Specificity
Serum AFP

> 20 ng/mL 65% 90%
> 100 ng/mL 50% 95%
> 500 ng/mL < 20% > 99%

Ultrasound 79% 94%

AFP: alpha fetoprotein.

Table 3. Risk levels and screening for hepatocellular carcinoma.

Risk level Clincal status Screen tests
Low no liver disease annual AFP
Medium chronic liver disease annual AFP and U/S

male > 35 years
High cirrhosis six-month AFP and U/S

family history of HCC

AFP: alpha fetoprotein; U/S: ultrasound; HCC: hepatocellular carcinoma.

The most important prerequisite for any screening programme is
the availability of an acceptable and effective therapy for disease.
Previous studies of HCC surveillance in areas, of endemic HBV
infection have yielded conflicting results of surgical resection of
detected tumours.46 Although a recent study in China showed no
survival benefit, this was confounded by poor accessibility to
surgical facilities.49 In a large uncontrolled screening programme
of Alaskan Eskimos, screening for HCC was associated with a
five and ten year survival of 45% and 24% respectively,
compared to 0% prior to the introduction of screening.47 The
cost-effectiveness of such a screening policy has been estimated at
$19 000 per year of life saved, which is comparable to other
screening strategies such as breast screening.50

Prognosis
Although the doubling time for HCC is 200 days (30 to 600),51

the median survival following diagnosis is extremely poor (less
than three months in 120 HCCs diagnosed at Middlemore
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